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'FOREWORD

In 1978, the $outhern Regional Education Board undertook a projeCt to study the
impact.Of training on the distribution of rnentatbealth professionals and-to make recom-
mendations for strategies that programs training professionals can use to affect their
graduateechoice of type andlocation of practice. Despite an overall doubling or tripling
in the total supply of mental health professionals since 1960, the South still finds that
professionals are not adequately.distributed to rural areas, to certain specialty areas
(e.g., child, geriatric, and forensic areas), and to public service settings. Nor are there
adequate numbers.of mental health professionals from minority groups.

That project, entitled 'Distribution of Mental Health Professionals in the South,"
is focused on the influence of, the training programs on the ultimate distribution of mental
health professionals. While the influences of the training years are paramount ("As the
twig is-bent, so grows the tree"), there are many other factors in the service delivery
systern which also affett the distribution of prOfessionals.

In 1979, the project.was granted a short-term supplement to explore some of the
influences of the service:delivery system on the distributionl.especially the rural-urban
distribution, of-practitioners in public settings. This report is an accoUnt-of the findings

recommendationt,from that supplemental portion of the project.

We are.particularly grateful to the directors and staffs-of the,mental health centers
and psyChiatric hospitals that participated in this projett. We appreciate their hospi-
tality and assistance-in providing us with data. We also thank the commissioners of men-
tal health in the Southern states, and the members Of their staffs; as well is the state
mental. health manpower representatives for their help in locating-sites. Finally, we
thank the state manpower representatives, hospital and center direCtors, university profes-
sors, and research specialists who reviewed and commented on the first draft of this
'report. ,

We also acknowledge the-support of the National Institute of Mental Health, Center
forMental Healtb Services Manpower Research and Demonstration, which funded this
work,(Grant #5'T24 MH15477). The interpretations and views expressed in this report
are those of the authors.

\,

Joe R. Harding, Ph.D.
Project Director,
Distribution of Mental

Health Professionals

vi

Harold L. McPheeters,
Director, Commission on Mental

Health and Human Services
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INTRODUCTION

In 1978, the-mental health program of the Southern Regional Education Board

received funding from the Natiorial Institute of Mental Health to study the influence
-a

of traini4programs on the distribution of mental health professionals in the South.

The major thrust of the project is to investigate the factors associated with training

programs for mental health professionals that influence their graduates' choide of

type and location of practice, and to make recommendations for strategies that \

the training-programs might use to influence,their graduates to choose to work in

the' areas of highest need. The project grew from the awareness that while the

South has doubled and neatly tripled the total supply of professionals in psychiatry,

clinical psychology, social work, and nursing since 1960i there are still serious pro-
/

blems in the.ways in which these professionals are distribuited. to rural and inner

city areas, to specialty areas such as work with childre the aged, and offenders,

and-to public servicein mental-hospitals and community mental health centers.

The-project focus-is on the training programs because they are a major constituency

of the Southern Regional Education Board and because a number of earlier studies

of the. distribution of health professionals had demonstrated the overwhelming influ-

ence of the training, years on the subsequent practice patterns of practitioners.

The project is conducting-surveys both of graduates from 1979 to 1980and

of the training programs to determine what strategies were in plac that were de-
,

signed to influence graduates and which experiences of the trainink ears, in fact,

had the greatett influence on the decisjons of graduates regarding the locations and

types of practice they have engaged in since graduation. The'project will then make
Itt

recommendations regarding recruitmentt selection, and training activities which

training programs in each of the four core mental heaLth professions might engage



in to influence the distribution of their graduates. These results will be published

elsewhere.

Although it has been shown that it is possible to have considerable influence-on

the distribution of inental health professionals, and that the training years are the
-

key-points at which these, influences should be implemented, there are; of course, other

factors in the service deliyery system that influence both geographic and specialty

'distribution and motivation to work in the public services. The main project at the Southern

Regional Education Board was not designed to collect data about the specific effects

of the delivery system and service settings on professionals' decisions regarding where
,

to locate, what kind of practice to carry out, or whe tier to change'to a different

setting.
(/

The impetus for a short-term supplement to' the main project came from a con-
i

cern in Congress and in the National Institute of:Mental Health about wiliat factors

were responsib,le for the uneven distribution of mental health professionals In rural

mental health agencies, in 'contrast to urban and suburban mental health agencies.

Additional funds were rnade available to address this issue of-distribution of mental,

health professionals to public agenCies, such as community mental health centers and

psychiatric hospitalsin rura areas, as compared with those in urban areas. A portion

of those funds were awardedko the Southern Regional Education Board as a short-term

supplement to the main project, "Distribution of Mental Health Professionals in the

South." Thus, Part II of the project (the part described in this report) was designed

as a supWement to:

(a)
.s

learn about existing staffing patterns in rural and urban public
'mental health agencies,

(b)/ investigate the effects of the service delivery system and service
setting on practice location and practice change decisions for
mental health professionals, and
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(c) make recommendations for strategies that might best be used
by mehtal health.agencies in ruratareas or -in inner city areas
to influence the distribution of inental health professionals to
the needed areas.

Part of the rationale for Part II of the project arose from the fact that, while

there has been considerable rhetoric about the shortages,of mental health manpower

in rural'versus"urban areas,.very little-is actually known about the manpower of existing

mental health agencies: their personal and educational backgrounds; their working

titles and functions; their relationships to each other, to their clients, and to the corn-

munities in which they work; their retention rates; or theproblems of recruiting them..

The Office of Biometry has only limited data (relating specifically to federally-supporteci

mental health Centers and t the established professiO'ns) about staffing patterns in

mental health rograms, and nothing about the kinds of functions \and roles which staff

carry out or th extent to which the agencies are affected by staff turnover and

recruitment di ficulties.

Our contacts with mental health' agencies in the South led9s to believe that pat-

. ferns exist in some facilities which are not generally recognized or characteristic of

other mental health programs. For example, we observed that some 'mental health

agencies make greater use of traditionatprofessional job titles than others; some ex-

pect their staff to take on a-range of diverse mental health activities as needs arise,

whereas others expect staff to perform only those tasks in which specific training and

credentials have been received; some make significant use pf paraprofessionals in direct

serhce roles, whereas others primarily use professionals in these roles. In our region

it is increasingly common for jobs to be titled and described by function (e.g. "Case

Worker," "After Care Worker"), rather than by profession (e.g. "Psychologist," "Social

Worker"), but the extent to which various kinds of agencies use functional rather than -

professional job titles was unknown.

3



/ We believed that differences in staff organization and utilization, such as these,

iiistinguished rural from urban mental health agencies in the South and might be

significant in-professionals' deciS4ons to locate and stay in one setting rather than

the other. If these observations were accurate, we believed Ithey needed to be better

documented and recognized by training directors, agency administrators, and policy-.

makers.

Thus, the purpose of Part II was threefold. First, we wanted to determine the ex-

isting pat erns of manpower organization and utilization in a sample of rural and urban

Mental he 1th agencies. Second, we wanted to identify these patterns that seemed to

have an inf uence on staff retention and recruitment. Third, we wanted to make recom-\\
1

mendations hat agencies might use to assist, in the recruitment and retention of mental

health professionals.
'

Plan of the Report

1. The pr of this research d its findings is organized into three main
1

parts. The first sections of the report de ribe the rbethods used to collect the data
1and the procedures for'locating the sites sampled. The main body of the report con-

1

sists of the sections,on staff.organizatio , utilization, retention, and recruitment.

In these first sections, Ave discuss separa ely the findings on,organization and utiliza-

tion in rural mentathealth centers (or clinlcs,), urban mental health centers (or clinics),

and psychiatric hospitat We have devoted more time to the discussion of centers

than to hospitals becaus e our sample of hospitals is extremely small. The next sections

include information on re ention and recruitment at typical rural and urban centers.

The final sections of the r ort discuss the implications of the findings for retention

and reCruitment otstaff an offer recommendations regarding these issues.
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RESEARCH METHODS

Because of the limrted-arnotint of existing information about the ways mental health

staffs are organized and Utilized, This research was planned as a pilot study consisting

of two phases. These phases were designed to complement/each other.

The Ethnographic--Phase

Ethnographic re rch is a technique, especially characteristic of anthropology,,

where the. phenomenOn under tudy is-observed and described, in con iderable.detail.

It depends on direct obserVation and contact with the culture or siçJatipnunder study\
for\ a sustained period of time. The ethnographic phase of this sup lemental project

involved open-ended interviews and day-long observations at a smdll-number of mental
health agencies (SI=l4). It vs antkipated that the data obtained from these pn-site

visits would allow us to develop a qualitative.picture of the nature of mental health

program activity, information that probably would be difficult to obtain through use

of more structured questionnaires. Then, these data could provide a foundation for

developing questionnaires tp go to a larger sample during a second phase of the

project.

The selection of sites to lOsit present d a number of problems. Since the primary

purpose of the project was to co are staff or anization, utilization, reterition, and

recruitment in rural versus urban f cilities, it was, of course, necessary to select some

rural and some urban sites. This necessity raised the question of what constitutes

a rural versus an urban locale.

Secondly, the premise of the project was that differences in retention figures and

recruitment difficulties would be associated with,differences in staff organization

and utilization. In order to evaluate This premise, it was necessary to select siWs

'which differed in retention and recruitment success. or+.



In reviewing the literature and talking with practitioners, it was found that no

1 generally agreed-upon definiti6 of "rural" or "urban" locales existed. In general,

rural areas irrthe South have relati-Vely dense populations, compared with the Midwest

or'West, although these,populations.are very mixed in terms of social class, social

race, and education. Few places are, more than 50 miles from-a city, and the majority

of the population is dependent on small manufacturing and subsistence farming rather

thap on larger-scale agriculture. Even within the region, however, wide differences

exist. What constitutes "rural" in one state might be several quite densely populated

counties which lack a population center of more than 25,000. In another state,

II rural" areas are those where farm tracts separate isolated population pockets.

The site selection procesS,was further complicated after telephOne \calls to a

number of facilities, Facility adMinistrators indicated that they had incomplete, if

any, compiled figures on-retention (or turnover) rates at their facilities.

These difficulties, coupled with the small number of facilities designated by the

'project for research visits, led to the.decision to choose from among-facilities iden-

tifiedby state-level,personnelas.typically rural or urban (for.their state) and

as haying particular success or difficult), with retention and recruitment. "Rural"

-facilities which are obviously atypical, imch as those in university towns or in resort

%areas, were excluded.
_

Thus, in order to learn about potential facilities in the absence of-existing

data, commissioners of mental health (or their equivalent) in each of the states were

contacted -Obviously, this procedure pfovided us with a sample biased by the some-\
times incomplor impression stic information available to these informants' and

by individual preferences% _Sinc a facility's receptivity to a site visit was also a

consideration, we maice.no clai ve chosen the facilities randomly.

6
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In this \manner, a list of facilities, identified as being in rural and urban locales

and representing the extremes of retention and recruitment sutcess,1 was compiled

for ea-th of the 14 states of the SREB region (Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, Georgia,

Kenfucky, Louisiana, Maryland, Mississippi, North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennes-
,

see, Tex4s;Virginia, and West Virginia).

%From this ilk, 14 facilities were selected and visited between October, 1979,

/ ( and June, 1980. These facilities included 10 public 'mental health centers or clinics,

and four psychiatric hospitals. Seven of these wete located in rural areas; seven

were in urban areas. The particular characteristics of these facilities are described

in more detail in the section entitled, "Characteristics of the Facilities Sainpled."

The visits to these facilities were planned for two days. On the firk day, in-

depth interviews were conducted with different categories of professional staff.

Ar\ atiempt ivas made to interview at least one psychiatrist, one social worker, one

psychdlogist, and one nurse. others were interviewed as time permitted. Since

the interviews took approxima-iiely one hour, fiye to iix people could be interviewed

at each facility.2
During the interviews, staff were asked to describe their jobs,

their relationihips to others on the staff, the general ambience of their workplaces,

their own career paths, and their own reasons for selecting or rejecting jobs in,mental

health settings. (See Appendix A for a dopy of the interview used during the site visits.)

1 ZSee the-section, " haracteristics of the Facilities Sampled,i'lor our definitions
of "retentiOn'vand ' ,ecruitment success."
2

Probably because the number of interviews we conducted was small and because
we expressed an interest 'in obtaining an overview of each facility's operations, many
of the 'interviewees *fere coordinators or supervisors (e.g., Director of Social Ser-
vices, Chief-Psychiatrist, Nursing Supervisor).

7
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0n the second day of the visit, one staff member was observed as he or she went

thrbugh a daily round of activities. During the observation, a running' description of

the Staff member's Activities, encounteri, and conversations was recorded. These
SI

reOrds provide data on the actual (rather than the perceived) patterns of the work-

place. At the rural facilities, observations were conducted of a center director (M.S.W.),

a clinical supervisor (M.S.W.), a coordinator of psychological services (M.S., Counseling

Psychology), a rizertal health worker (M.S.W.), a physician's assistant, a caseworker

(M.S.W.), and a staff psychiatrist. At the urban centers, a clinical supervisor lphall

Counseling Psychology), a supervisor of the child psychology program (Ph.D., Child

Psychology), a head nurse (M.S., Nursing), a mental health worker (M4, Counseling

Psychology), a mental health worker (R.N.), a Qualified MentaLHealth Professional

(M.S.W.), and a psychiatrist were_questibn-ed. The final choices of both interviewees-
and persons to observe were made by the-facility directors.

Documents were collected from each site, including organizational charts, job

descriptions, and-turnover rates for the facility.

In conducting the interviews and observations, several aspects of staff organization

and utilization received primary attention. These aspects included:

I) the job duties and responsibilities of staff,

2) the decision-making prerogatives of Staff,

3) the support systems available to staff, and

4) staff members' ideas about what constitutes a "good job"
and good working conditions.

As we began to collect the ethnographic data, we/started to formulate ideas

about the similarities and differences between rural and urban facilities, apd we tried

to associate these differences with retention and recruitment success. The material

8
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'N\
we were collecting led us to believe that staffs in rural and urban mental health centers

were differentlY organized and utilized and that they perceived their work in somewhat

,differefit ways. We also found that, relatively speaking, the rural centers seemed

to have higlier retention rates but more difficulty recruiting. In contrast, urban

__centers èemed to have more turnover and less trouble recruiting.

As we proceeded, we were particularly struck by the fact that each site with a high

retention rate seemed to establish_a clear operating system in which certain things

were valued and rewarded, other things were-merely expected, and still other things

devalued and discouraged. In order to understand how the facility's organization

and utilization patterns impacted on-staff retention, we felt it would be necessary

to determine the extent to which individual staff members thought they had access to

or desired to have the things which were valued in the system of their own facikty.

By the same token, we began to suspect that recruitment success (to the extent that

this success depends on characteristics of the facility and not on factors external to
fiit) would depend on the match between job-seekers' desires for certain kinds of rewards

1

and recognition and their perceptioh of a prospective facility's ability toprovide

opportunities to obtain these desired rewards.

Interestingly, state hospital staffs appeared to be ,Cnore similar across sites.

That is, the day-to-day patterns of organization and utilization, and the attitudes of
,

hospital staffs appeared to be similar regardless of fa ility location. Most of the
\

hospitals we visited had lower overall retention rates and had more difficulty recruit ng

new staff than.did the centers or clinics:

These findings, coupled with the information cibtained. by searching the literattire

for previous work on this topic (for a review Aaf so e of this literature, see Eisenha
..

1979), provided the basis for the development of a' survey phase of the project. Th
/purpose of this phase was to test our ideas on a larger sarnple of mental health fac lities.

16



The Survey Phase

Because our interest came to rest on how a facility, as an operating entity, en-

courages its staff to perceive their work, co-workers, and the facility.as a whole, we

thought it was necessary to question as many staff members of a facility as possible

about their attitudes. In addition, we needed retention figures and .-."me measure

of recruitment success for each participating facility. As a questionnaire took shape

to address these interests, we realized that we would' need quite a bit of information

and that it would take considerable time for a facility to compile all the information.

Thus their interest in the project was necessary to ensure the success of the sCirvey.

The desire to obtain as many responses as possible from each participating facility

led us to contact the Mental 'Health Manpower Representative in each state of the SREB

region. They were asked to recommend three rural centerS, three urban centers, and one

hospital which they thought wo-iildbe interested in participating. ln this manner,

we obtained a sample of 42 rural centers, 42 urban centers,three rural hospitals, and,

three urban hospitals, for a total of 90 participating facilities. Figure 1 shows the

number of mental health facilities 'in the region as a whole.

The questionnaire sent to these 90 facilities consisted of two parts. The first part

was a survey olthe staffing patterns of the facility as a whole. On this form, facility

directors or superintendents were asked to report the characteristics of their direct

service staff (position titles, fields of training, and degree levels), the 1978 .turnOver

of staff in these positions, and the facility's general recruitment policies, successes,

and difficulties, The second part of the survey consisted of a questionnaire to be filled

out by each staff member of the participating facilities. This questionnaire asked about

the kind of work Staff members drelationships among-Staff members; and attitudes

about the job, the facility, and the locale. (Appendix B contains copies of the materials

sent to each facility in the sample.)-

10
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FIGURE 1: ALL MENTAL HEALTH FACILITIES IN SOUTHERN EGION

Comprehensive Community

Urban Rural Small City Total
(25,000-100,000)

Mental Health Centers 103 50 27 = 180

State Hospitals 33 7 3 = 43

Outpatient 'Clinics 91 89 12 = 192

Totals 227 146 42 = - 415

Forty-one of the 90 facilities (41.5%) returned the facility questionnaire and at

least some of the staff questionnaires after one reminder postcard. 3
An additional 14.4%

(N=13) sent back staff questionnaires but did not return the facility form. Five of
\ the facilities notified us that they would not.participate becaur of either staff over:-

load or recent upheavals which they felt would bias the results obtained from their

We have not followed up on the remainder of the facilities in the sample.

Breaking down theTeturns by locale and facility type, 26 of the rural centers (61.9%)

responded, coinpared to 21 of the urban centers (50.0%). Two of the three urban

hospitals responded, while only one of the three rural hospitals did so.

In-this report, the main purpbse is to present the findingsof the ethnographic

phase. However, figures from the preliminary analysis of the survey results will be

included where relevant.

3
The percentage of staff questionnaires returned 'from facilities varied considerably.

At some facilities,,nearly 100% of the clinical or direct service staff returned complet-
ed-questionnaires; from other facilities, we received as-few as 10%. To some extent,
sthe rettirnxate for staff questionnaires by facility was affected by confusion-or_ in-
-consistency regarding the definition Of "clinical or direct service staff." Although we
tried t6 specify precisely which staff members should:receive questionnaires, returns sug-
gest that the criteria were not, or could not be, uniformly applied.



CHARACTERISTICS OF THE FACILITIES SAMPLED

Typical Facilities

Of the facilities visited during the ethnographic phase of this study, seven Were

located in rural areas or small towns or cities in a rural area, and seven were in urban

or suburban locations. Five of the rural facilities and five of the urban facilities

ere mental health centers or .clinics; two of the sites in each locale were hospitals.4

From first glance, rural centers and clinics seemed to be set up differently than

their urban counterparts. Such differences were not kapparent in the case of hospitals.

Typically, a rural mental health center or clinic se yes a five- to ten,county region

.witha poPulation of approximately 100,000.: Total staff no ally is from 25 to 50

people, including administrative and support personnel. A central office located in a

small town in one of these counties (generally near the geographic or business center

of the region) houses the administrative functions for the entire region and the direct

service staff-who work in that county. Satellite offices, located in the remaining coun-

'ties of the region, usually are staffed by one or, at rnost, a few direct service staff,
/
/ with cleriCalassistants. These satellite-offices. offer on-the-spot but a somewhat limit-

,

ed range of mental health services. 'Staff refer people'with special, needs to the central

office. Generally, the location-of the satellite office is considered less desirable as a

place to live than the location of the central office. Services offered by rural Inental

health facilities usually inc de psychotherapy (individual, group, family), a day treat-

ment program, alcohol and ug abuserograms (mint include a residential unit of some

4
The facilities visited varied considerably by age of the program, point in the funding

cycle, source of funding, etc. Due to the necessarily small sample size ahd the need
to control for rural/urban, retention, and recruitment differences, we were unable to
control for many other factors-which have been shown to affect the variables under consid-
eration. Some of these differences are;kowever, noted in the sections on rttention and
recruitment:

12
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sort), and medication clinics. In addition, these facilities offer evaluation and consul-

tation services to other agendies in the region (e.gt), schools, courts, etc.) and to individ-

uals and physicians Who request such services. Where in-patient services are provided,

patients are usually housed in the local general hospital, in a wing or sectiOn set aside

for psychiatric care and operated by mental health center staff. As a.rule,trural

mental health center programs are fairly new (at least new enough to rAceive federal

money and be regulated by federal or stateagencies), employ many long-term com-

munity reSidents, and receive significant local support, both.in the fogi.of funds

and community interest.

In comparison, a "typical" urban mental health,center is located in the heart of

a large city in a low income area, often in a newt modern complex of service facilities

including a general hospital. Most of the 100-plus stay members are housed in one build-

ing where virtually all services are provided. The service area for the center includes

some portion of the city, usually several square miles and more than 200,000 people..

Services offered by the center include in-patient, and out-patient services (therapy,

medication clinics, etc.), partial'hospitalization, emergency services, consultation

and evaluation serVices, substance abuse treattnent with in-patient care, and community

education services. Urban center programs tend to have a history of financial and

regulative ties to federal and state mental health agencies, employ relatively few

long-term community.residents,.and_.receive less active community support.

Whetlier in a rural location or in a cityi the hospitals yisited were large, multi-

building complexes in settings separated from the larger community in which they are
. ,

located by fences, large tracts of land, or riv t rs. Patients, often numbering over 1,000

are served by staffs of several hundred people. Hospitals offer long- and short-teren

hospitalization for chronic and acute patients who have been referred to them either---
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pOlic agencies, families, private physicians, or through self-referral. Bospitals pro-.,

vide a wide rarige of therapeutic, counseling, and living skills' services, medical/

surgical services, forensic services, aftercare services, and, of course, rounci-the-clock

general nursing or residential care. Hospital programs are much older (some operating

for almost 100 yea:0 than center programs. They also employ large numbers of local

residents, primaply in paraprofessional positions. In some rural areas, the hospital

is the largest ernployer. However, major supOort for these hospitals comes from the

state.

Retentio /and Recruitment at Sample Facilities

Fjgüre 2 shows the retention rates and the extent of recruitment success at the

14 sites visited. Because many of the facilities did not regularly compile retention or

redrititMent Statistics, they had to go badk through their 'records to provide us

figures to illustrate the situation at their facilities. For this reason, our measures..
/of these two variableS are somewtiat crude.

-

To obtain a measure of retention, facilities were asked for the nu-Mber of direct ser-
.

vice, clinical, or supervisory positions,which had-been filled continuously by the same

person during the calendar year, 1978.5 We also,asked for the total number of budgeted

positions for direct service, clinical, or supervisory staff during that calendar year.

The retention rate is the number of positions filled all year, divided by the total number

of positions budgeted for that Year.

The prodediire for defining recruitment success was to rely on the reports and corn-( ,L

nients,of fadility administrators and perSonnel directors. "High" success indicates tliat

-Where figures were already aVailable or more easily compiled on a fiscal year
basis, fiscal year 1978 was used.
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FIGURE 2: RETENTION RATES AND RECRUITMENT SUCCESS AT THE
FACILITIES SELECTED FOR VISITS

Facility it Facility Type 'Location Type

1 Mental Health Clinic Small City,
rural area

Mental Health Clinic Rural

9 Merreal Health Center Rural

, 10 Mental Health-Center' Rural

13 Mental Health,Center Rural

2. State tolOspit'al ural

5 State Hospital Small City,,
rural area

4 Mental Health Center Urban

6 Mental Health Center Urban

7 'Mental Health Center Urban

Mental Health Cehter Urban

14 Mental Health Center Urban

11 State Hospital Suburban

12: State Hospital Urban

Retention Rate Reeruitment Success

95% High

* \\
18096 1 s Moderate,

24% 1 Low

i

100% i Moderate'
-.;

97% I High-

/R 95% Moderate

75% Moderate

Estimate; complete figures not available.

1

94% 1

80% '/

93% /

5296

71?6

75%

/'

;11

High

High

High

High

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate



these spokespersons reported that their facilities had little or no difficulty in recruiting

for vacant positions. "MOderate" success indicates that facility representatives report

diffiCulty in recruiting for certain positions (e.g., psychiatrists or social workers)..

"Low" indicates that a facility reports difficulty in recruiting for a number of different

types of positions (e.g., psychiatrists and social workers).

With a few exceptions, the retention rates for all the facilitieSTiBited appear, at

first glance, to be high. No clear differences emerge foe rural and urban fcilities. The

rural facilities average an 80.9% retention rate, the urban facilities havea slightly
,

lower 77.6% average. The rates are more dissimilar for hospitals (rural = 85% average;

urban = 76.5% average).

Interestingly, the data obtainedfrom the survey of facilities suggests that the

centers or clinics visited are not atypical, while the hospitals visited malt be. In the

survey sample, rural centers average a 78.9% retention rate (N=20), urban centers

average 75.1% (N=18),,the one reiponding rural hospital reported a 70.6% rate, and

the two responding urban hospitls averaged a 61.2% rate:

Not surprisinkly, facilities #8 and #9, which had the lowest retention rates, con-

sidered their situations to be extremely bad; however, other facilities, such as #3 and

#14, with comparatively higher rates, complained of serious problems related to turn-

over of staff. In contrast, state hospitals, with retention rates ctose to those at sites

--#3-and#14,-expressed confidence that their rates were acceptable.

Thi situation suggests the need for further attention to the-measurement of "re-

tention" and to what constitUtes an acceptable or workable retention rate for mental

health facilities. As indicated above and following a report by Ganju of the Texas

Department of Mental Health and Mental Retardation, we define retention rate as the

proPortion of staff' members who have been, in service at the facility for a given

period of time (Ganju 1979:21). In adopting this measure, however, we have bypassed
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questions-ruch as: How high a retention rote is accepta)311e? How high a rate is

desirable? Over how long a period should retention be calculated (e.g., one. year, t :/)

years, -tenlyears)? Is one standard of retention appropriate for all mental health

ficilities?1 Are some jobs more "retentive" than others and, if so, is this beneficial

or detrImehtal?

In his report, Ganju discusses other measures, such as the separation rates (pro-

portion of leavers), accession rates (proportion of new hires); and average lengths of stay,

which, taken together, give more precise meaning to staff turnover. However, the

basic question regarding,the level of desirable retention remains unanswered and will

require additional'research fargeted to it.

Our retention figures also heightened our concern about locating facilities with

serious and systematic retention problems. We wondered whether state representatives

were reluctant to suggest places with such problems -or whether, in fact, such facilities

are truly in the minority. Clearly, it will be necessary to address the issue of reten-

tion rates and problems more carefully in the future.

With regard to recruitment,, the urban facilities seeined to fare somewhat better

at filling position vacancies than their rural counterparts. Thii trend is also evident

in the survey data. Ru al centers, reporting 21% of positions vacant at some point in

1978, had 32.2%_of t se vacant for the whole year. Urban centers, with 24.7% vacant

positions, had 27.4% of these vacant all year. The one responding rural hospital,

with..29.4,-96-vac-ant7 itionsihad 31.4% of-these, vacant 411 year. The two urban

hospitals averageil 38.8% yacant positions during the year, of which only 20.3%

remained vacant aL year. Rural centers reported, the following distribution of staff

vacancies: .3% of all vacanties unfilled dur_Ain 1978 were in psychiatry, 10.4% in

psychology, 31.3% in social work, 2.1% in nursing, 8.3% aides, 20.8% direct service,
-/
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16.7% supervisors, and 2.1% directors.6 Urban centers reported 3.4% of all vacancies

_unfilled 'during 1978 were in psyahiatry, 6.9% in psychology, 13.8% in social work,

8.6% in nursing, 8.6% aides, 44.8% direct service, 6.9% supervisors, and 3.4% directors.

These figures;as well as those for the hospitals, are presented in Figure 3. Figure 4

provides information on additional positions that were vacant part of the year, but

filled during 1978.

THE ORGANIZATION OF STAFF I RURAL AND URBAN CENTERS

In visiting the 14 facilities, we found that7ral and urban centers differ from

eaCh other and from state psychiatric hospitals in the'Ways they organize staff. In this

section, these differentes of organization will be illustrated.

The organization of staff can be' considered in terms of three types: 1) the of-

ficial organization (or the relationships defined in job descriptions and organizational

charts); 2) the operating organization (the day-to-day relationships estOlished to con-

duct the business of a particularfacility); and 3) the informal orgaiiizatión (relation-

ships between staff whiCh do not involve center business). (Gordon 1957 uses a similar

model to des4ibe organizational levels in school; Clement, et al. 1978 offers a ..modified
7

version of this scheme, again with' regard to-a-schook)-

6
For the purposes of analysis, staff positions wefe classified by job title. The classifi-

cation scheme included 1) professional titles: psychiatrist, psychologist, social worker,
nurse; and 2) functional titles: director (overall), supervisor/coordinator, direct service,
and aide/assistant. (For further explanation of this general scheme, see Southern Region-
al Education Board, 1979).
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FIGURE 3: PERCENTAGE OF ACH TYPE OF MENTAL HEALTH POSITION VACANT
ALL YEAR IN RU/R: L AND URBAN FACILITIES DURING 1978

.,

RURAL
CENTEItS

URBAN
CENTERS

RURAL -URBAN
HOSPITALS HOSPITALS

'Psychiatrists 8.3 3.4 0.0 33.3
Psychologists 10.4 , .- 6.9 :5.3 8.3
Social Workers - 31.3 13.8 5.3 0.0
Nurses' 2.1 8.6 0.0 16.7
Aides

. 8.3 8:6 NA 16.7

Direct Service Workers 20.8 44.8 47.4 16.7

Supervisors/Coordinators 16.7 6.9 15.8 0.0
DirectOrs (overall) 2.1 3.4 0.0 0.0

Percentages do not always add to 100% because 'non-mental health positions, e.g.,
teachers, dentists, barbers, etc., Are not included. ..--..

,.

FIGURE 4: PERCENTAGE OF EACH TYPE OF MENTAL HEALTH POSITION
VACANT PART OF THE YEAR BUT FILLED DURING 1978

RURAL URBAN
CENTERS CENTERS

RURAL URBAN
HOSPITALS- HOSPITALS

Psychiatrists - 4.0 2.6 -or 0.0 2.1.

Psychologists 11.0 78.7 5.6 17.0

Social Workers 5,0 16.0 33.3 2.1

Nurses
'. ) 7.0 _ 5.8 5.6 12.8

Aides 8:0 5.1 N& 27.7

Direct Service Workers ,. , 37.0 44.9 22.2 25.5!
Super visoriLCoordinators 24.0. 12.8 16.7 4.3

Directors (overall) ' .. 0.0 1.3 00 2.1
\

Percentages do not always add to 100% because non-mental health positions, e.g.,
teachers, dentists, barbers, etc.., are not incluged.
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The Official Organization

,Both the rural and the urban-centers7' we visited were officially organized

hierarchically. Typically, organizational charts are headed with an exective director

followed by- a number of unit; service, or program supervisors or coordinators of equal

rank. Individuals afthis second level direct the work of one or more levels of direct

service or administrative staff below them. Because urban centers have larger staffs,

they tend to have more units of different types and to\have more levels of staff, but

the general hierarchical pattern is the same in both locales. Job descriptions for the

same positions-in-rural and urban facilities inClude similar patterns of supervision and

responsibilities for decision making and repotting.
/

Job qUalifiCations for particular positions.in the two types of facilities differ, how-/
ever! Generally, qualifications are closely tied to typeand level of education in urban

centers. Educational training and degrees in specific disciplines tend to be required for'

all but the lower-level positions. Generally, responsibilities for directing and supervis-

ing staff increase withAegree

In rural centers, job qualifications for coordinator or supervisor positions are less

closely tied to.specific educational experiences, often allowing for one of several kinds of

training or degrees, or substantial experience in lieu of either. Here, greater'responsi-
1

bility for direction and supervision is more likely to be associated with years of demon-

strated experience working in a particular setting or with a particular type of client.

.7
From here on, when we use the word, "center," we-are referring to both the centers

and clinics we visited.

8 This difference seeMs to be mediated by 'the degree to which state regulations
impact-the facility (e.g., how closely tied to the state system the particular fadility is)
and tiow strictly the particular state regulates licensing, certification, and salaries.
Unfortunately, the small size of our sample does- not allow for,valid interstate
comparisons.
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At the official level, both rural and urban centers had considerably more function-

al titles than professional titles. A similar trend is apparent in the survey data where

rural centers reported 36.6% professional titles and 59% functional titles. Urban cen-.

ters reported 32.3% professional titles and 65% functional titles.9
In the survey data,,

there are some differences in the distribution of title types in rural versus urban centers.

For exampler

Distribution by, Functional Titles

aides

direct service
workers

supervisors

directors

Rural Urhan

5% 6%

31% 40%

20% 16%

3% 3%

The resulting ratio of direct service to supervisor positions it) thus, smaller in rural cen-

ters (31:20 =4.55) than in urban centers (40:16 = 2.5). Correspondingly, when degree level
s*.

is-considered, the distribution of degrees in rural centers are as follows:

Distribution by Degree Level

Rural Urban

Ph.D./Ed:D./M.D. .12% '11%

Master's 39% 47%

B.A./B.S. 25% 25%

9 Percentages do not always add to 100% because non-mental health positions, e.g.,
teachers, dentists, barbers, etc., are not included in these figures.
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The master's to doctorate ratios are, thus, 39:12 = 3.25 for rural centers versiis-4-7,11 =

4.27 for urban centers: that is, the numbers of staff at each functional and degree level

are more equal at rural than aturban centers. (No differences in ratios were found for

professional titles.) Although these differences are not great, they suggest that the hier-

archy in.rural centers tends to be somewhat flatter than in urban centers.

The Operating Organization

Despite the similarity of official hierarchies, rural and urban centers display dif-
.

ferent hierarchical patterns at the operating-level. The operating organization of rural

centers tends to be more "family,like" than in urban centers:10 In rural centers, some

staff members (usually those who exhibit the personal characteristics traditionally asso-

ciated with power in the South, e.g., whites, men, and older women) assume the duties of

providing direction, making decisions, offering support, and supTlying information to the

rest of the staff. These leaders usually include the director and several other staff

members with similar backgrounds, strong community ties, and seniority and supervisory

responsibilities at the center. Ordinarily, disagreements over policy and procedures

are ironed out among the leaders and then presented to the rest of the staff.

Other staff usually accept this direction without argument and, with some exceptions,

appreciate it. (Staff were heard to comment, for example, that their leaders pro-

tect them from center-wide decision making and paperwork, thus allowing them more

time for direct service work.) In this type of organization, staffs divide primarily into

a group of leaders and a group of followers. Within each group, members tend to

10
We had originally thought of describing rural centers as tending to be more "paterral-

istic" or, in a few cases, "maternalistic." Except for the pejorative connotation attach-
ed to these terms, they probably would denote best the character of the relationship
we are describing.
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function autonomously vis-a-yis each other. Even when relationships such as supervisor-
/

supervisee are officially designated between members of the same group, thei operating

relationship is one of equals coming together to discuss matters in which onei is more

knowledgeable than the other. When problems or frustrations,atise for nonleaders, they

choose to consult with the leader who is personally closest to them, not necessarily the

designated supervis-Or:

While the five rural centers we studied varied in the degree of familiStic character

they exhibited, we found this pattern to some degree in all five. In urban Centers, we

found this-pattern clearly exhibited at only one site. At the other four utban sites, the

operating orgahilation was more congruent with the official organizationiplan. In other

words, urban centers seem to be more bureaucratic and, in a sense), morel democratic

in their operating organization plan. As officially specified, staff units Lcercise control

over certain activities and related decisions. The unit director or supervisor takes respon-
.

sibility for arguing the unit's case in regulAr meetings of center-wide cmmittees or man-
_

agement teams. He or she also takes iesponbflity for implementing adopted changes

and new procedures at the unit level. Sirhilarlyt problems and frustrations are raised first

with the unit supervisor, not with just anyone who is a leader, as wou11:1 be the case in the

model presented of rural centek

Usually, changes,and new procedures are first presented to the staff for feedback.

4'

Feedback is channeled through the unit representative back to the e?cecutive or admini-

strative level and a decision is made. We have said above that this attern is only "in a

sehse, ..-. democratic" because the decision, made at the highest

flective of the staff's consensus or even of the views of some of t

I vel , need,not be re-
/

staff at lower leve)s.

t nearly all of th itFor example, one team leader commented, after the team had spe I

weekly, meeting discussing recommendations for personnel policie which the director had
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requested of them, "Rumor has it decisions have already been made." The rest of the

team members appeared unsurprised.

The Informal Organization

In rural areas, staff members relate to each other in a number of different con-

texts, only one of which is the mental health center. Staff members may work together,

attend church together, participate in PTA'together, and so forth. This means that

rural staff have a number of different bases for establishing relationships with each other

and tend to have some outside-of-work connection to almost everybody in the center.

In urban centers, relationships among staff are usually confined to the work place.

Informal relationships tend to exist within the boundaries of units, services, or programs,

where the most opportunities exist for general and/or casual conversation.

PATTERNS OF UTILIZATION IN RURAL AND URBAN CENTERS

Patterns of utilization can be consjdered in terms of the same three types:

L

the offical pattern, the operating pattern, and the informal pattern. These patterns will

be diseussed next.

The Official Pattern of Utilization

As alluded to above, job descriptions for rural and urban personnel are quite sim-
/

ilar. A typical job description for an Urban;"clinical social worker," for example, would
_

include: coordinating casework activities within a section or unit; performing clinical

counseling;_coordinating counseling seryices; supervising caseworkers; assisting in the plan-

ning and implementation of program services, evaluation techniques, and administrative

policies; and conducting in-service training sessions. For the M.S.W. who holds this po-

sition in a rural center, the officially designated job duties are similar.
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The OPerating Pattern of Utilization

In order to manage the day-to-day business of rural mental health work, rural staff

are often called upon to deviate irom their schedules or plans in order to accommodate

a walk-in, an emergency, or some other interruption which needs immediate attention.

Since, as a rule, rural staff range far and wide from the center's headquarters (main

offite), almost anyone from secretary to director, whO is around when a crisis arises,

will be called upon to assist. Further, since,-professionals in rural plates singlefiandedly

staff outreach offices and make home visits, they are asked to perforrt manrand

varied tasks in thii capacity as well:

In urban centers, the-existence of officially organized emergency services, crisis

stabilization units:and a host of nearby, agencies means that trained 'staff are present

to handle,special situations on a regular basis:% This arrangement frees up mental

health center staff to conduct their day-to,day routine affiirs in a manner more in line

with their job descriptions, with the exception thata large portion of their time is con--
sumed wh;`,-meetings and=dealing with the requirements of bureaucratic life.

/3 virtue of the delineaVon ofspetialized tasks and their ciime proxithity to clients,

urban-staffs-are-alio-Morellkely to be found working in the-same office or, at least,

the-saine-geographic-area every day; They spend relatively little time traveling or deal-

ing with clients in their homes. At one urban site, lor example, 'staff divided their time

"between two units. This center is associted with a large public hospital and provides

psychiatric services to the hospital's patients, as well as operating a short-term, in-

patient unit for its own patients. Because staff are often called upon to consult on

cases throughout the hospital, they may spend a considerable portion of a day going

from.one.place to anotherbut always within the hospital/center complex.

Wny ruraTffaffefi41so regularly spend some time each week in an effort to
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build and Maintain a base of community support for an interest in the mental health

center. This work may involve attendance at a local board or commission meeting,

invited presentations or talks to community groups, writing newspaper articles, or

informal discussions with community leaders. In contrast, urban staffers, as a group,

spend little time dealing with the general community, with this activity designated to

a particular staff member or program (e.g., Public Relations Specialist, or Consultation

and Education Program). For urban workers, contact with the community usually involves

interaction with a small group of specialists who are also human service providers (e.g.,

school psychologists, residenlial,facility operators).

The Informal Pattern of Utilization

Utilizing one's skills outside the business of the mental health center involves dif-

ferent activities in rilral and urban locales. In rural locales, after-hours private practice

is uncommon) except perhaps for psychiatrists. However, because of the fact that

rural,practitioners are more visible in the community, they may be called upon to use

(or defend) their skills in a variety of contexts (see also Fenby 1980 who describes

the pressures to continually be-on duty in rural areas).

In urban locales, after-hour-private practice (or in some cases, working hours desig-

nated for private practice) is more common. Diminished community visibility of urban

practitioners means that, when they are not working in the center or in their private

offices, they can relax from duty.

THE ORGANIZATION OF STAFF IN RURAL AND URBAN HOSPITALS

Because the rural and urban hospitals were in some ways similar but also consider-
.

dily different from the mental health centers, our findings concerning them are presented

_separately. We have, howexeroistsLthe_same_conceptuaLscheme to_describe_thern.
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the Official Organization

All the hosiiitals were organized into a number of separate units or wards where des-

ignated st4f members were - ic u ies. While this organizational arrange-

rnent is simiIac, in some wiys, to the well-defined program areas found in urban centers,

job descriptions for hospital unit positions give even more attention to detailing specific

job responsibilities and patterns of supervision than is the case for urban center positions.

Perhaps this detailed,attention to the system of responsibilities and supervision results

from the need to constantly monitor the large number of hospital patients and the more

serious (including legal) ramifications of oversights or miscOmmunications. Psychi-

atrists are almost always given formal responsibility for patient care.

The existence of an'around-the-clock, dependent population and separate units in a

hospital requires that a fairly large number of staff devote their time, primarily or ex-

clusively, to coordinating, managing, and asssessing the activities kthese units and their

staffs. Hospitais solVe this administrative problem by malang many staff members re-

siOnsible to both a unit (or ward). supervisor and to a supervisor for the staff member's

professidn (such divisiOn of labor 'is Tare in urban centers and nonexistent in the rural

centers we visited). 11
For example, a sociatworker assigned to the Acute Admissions

Unit of a hospital is likely to be responsible to the unit leader as well as to the director

.of social services for the hospital as a whole. The unit leader oversees the social worker's

performance on the job and as a member of the unit's team. The Service Director

provides-professiónal supervision and-evaluation. Thus, the individual itaff member tias

a.potition in two distinct hierarchies - - one which is a function of unit assignment,the 'other

which depends on professional affiliation.

Interestingly, hospital "paraprolessionls," or those with less than a bachelor's degree,

11. Clearly, such a_dlYisiszn_oilusr_islso_a_function_ofasize..
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are often denied positions in one of these hierarchies because they lack a recognized

"professional" affiliation. Thus, one channel of communication with the upper echelon

of facility managers is closed to them. This arrangement accentuates the distinction be-

tween "professionals" and i'paraprofessionals" which is also evident, to some extent, in

centers.

Based on the data collected during our visits, we concluded that professional af-

filiation was given more emphasis ist hospitals than in centers. .ifhere were, for example,

more professional job titles in hospitals than in centers. This finding was supported

by the survey data in which hospitals reported an average of 43% professional titles (as

Compared to 34.0% for centers) and 48.8% functional titles (as compared to 61.9% for cen-

' ters). Again, we believe'that this difference between hospitals andxenters can be

explained, at least in part, by the greater legal constraints placed on hospitals, particularly
%

the fact that certain common hospital activities must, by law, be conducted by certain

professionals.

Additionally, we formed the impression that rural hospitals are organized less iri

terms of a medical model than are urban hospitals. Comparing the ratios among profes-

sional job titles at rural and,urban hospitals, it appears that rural hospitals employ

proportionally more social workers and proportionally fewer psychologists than do urban

hospitals. Further, rural hospitals have considerably, more functional titles at the supervisor

level than do urban facilities. The exact percentages are: (1) for professional titles

at the rural hospital: 12% psychiatrists, 6% psychologists, 12% social workers, 6% nurses;

,(2) for professional titles at urban hospitals: 18% psychiatrists, 13% psychologists,

5% social workers, 10% nurses; (3) for functional titles at the rural hospital: 35%

direct service workers, 15% supervisors, 8% directors; (4) for functional titles at urban

hospitals: 25% direct service workers, 5% supervisors, 2% directors. The reason for

this difference is nit immediately clear to us.
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The Operating Organization

Like urban centers, the operating organization of both rural and urban hospitals ap-

pears, on the surface, to be bureaucratic and to closely follow the patterns Of formal

organization. As formally specified, unit directors serve as unit representatives to the

overall administration and as advocates * the unit staff when necessary. In this ca-
l/

pacity, they attend hospital-wide meetings and relay information between administrators

and line staff.

In fact, however, and despite t position as staff representatives, unit directors

appear fo have less influence than pshiatrists and service directors On hospital opera-

tions:12 Psychiatrists and service directers-often-cOnstitute.a close group of friends who

have been working together for ye rs and who frequently convene on the spur of the

moment to discuss matters of con 'ern. Within units, as-well, staff interact freely and us-
,

ually treat each other as equals/, *ith the exception of the psychiatrist, to whom other
.

staff frequently defer.. In this sense, hospital operations are more similar to the famil-

istic model of rural centers.

The Informal Organization
,

In the ways in which,people interact informally, hospitals are also more like rural

than urban centers. Reliitionships frequenily extend beyond the limits a work. People

socialize with other stff members and report close friendships with co-workers. These

relationships are found in both rural and urban hospitals.

Unlike rural centers where staff relationships often begin outside of work, friend-
..

ships among hospital staff seem to begin at work and then extend to other settings. One

12
Unit directors arealmost always social workers or psychologists (by profession); psychi-

atrists rarely hold thissposition, nor do they identify with the unit in the, same way as
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reason for this pattern may be that paople ioutinely spend the entire work day in close

proximity to their fellow workers and the patients they serve, rather than in separate

ofiices. In addition, an entire unit or team is closely involved with the same set of

p4ients and problems, a fact which provides considerable opportunity for interaction

among staff, especially within a unit. While friendships exist across unit lines, these

are ordinarily limited by whether the individuals are professional or paraprofessionar

staff. It is rare for friendships to develop across this division.

PATTERNS OF-UTILIZATION IN RURAL AND URBAN HOSPITALS

In discussing.hoW the staff of-psychiatric hospitals are utilized, we tried to make

use of the three distinctioils applied to center staff utilization. However, these distinct-

ions appear to have less Meaning in hospitals than in centers. Unlike centers, the oper-

ating pattern of utilization in hospitals seems to be extremely 9ongruent with official

job desdriptions and informal utilization is virtually nonexistent. Perhaps another con-

ceptual scheme would be more appropriate for describing patterns of hospital utilization.

r_

The OffiCial Pattern of-Utilization

In hospitals, even more than in urban.centers, jobs are assigned on the basis of

professional credentials. Responsibilities ace designated based on field of training and

degree levelrarelyrif ever, On the basis of personal preference or talent. People are

hired according to strictly defined qualifications and, as described above, job titles

are more often in professional terms.

The Operating Pattern, of Utilization

In the day-to-day operation of hospitals, there is little deviation from the official
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allocation 'of function. Staff members are Assigned to a particular unit where they carry

out the responsibilities formally assigned to them. Rarely does someone step outside

the boundaries of his or her own job or become involved with another unit. As is the

case in urban mental health centers, duties (and roles) are clearly defined and are

closely related to the training background of the staff member. Even the few staff,

such as the activity therapist or patient advOcate, who are required to work across

unit lines, hgve difficulty finding time in the tightly scheduled hospital day to perform

non-specialty tasks.

In contrast to centers, lateral job movement is common in hospitals. People are

transferred frequently from one unit to another wii n6Penge in position level or duties.

Seldom does the employee have a choice with regard to this movement. The decision is

m'ade by the service director because the person's services are needed more in another

place in the hospital. Staff members do not usually complain abbut this movement; they

seem to see it as a fact of life of hospital work. As one nursing supervisor, who had

been transferred three times in nine months, said, "If I,had-had a choice I'd have stay0

where I was before the last transfer. But you take what you get and do what you can."

The Informal Pattern of Utilization

Private practice is uncommon among hospital employees, although, some psychia-

trists do maintain a small private caseload. Even in rural areas, it is unusual for mental

health workers to be called upon to use their skills outside the work place. This situation

may result from a perception of the hospital as an isolated and contained,environment

and the only place where one'sjob skills are legitimately or appr.opriately utilized.

Thus, when mental health workers leave the hospital, they leave their work behind.



DIFFERENCES IN THE MEANING OF DOING A GOOD JOB

During our interviews and informal conversations with staff mernbers, we questioned

them about their jobs, co-workers, clients, and facilities. From these data, it became

apparent that the standards for job performance and success or, in other words, for

"doing a good job," differed across the facilities we visited.

Rural Centers

At rural centers, in the context of the patterns of organization and utilization de-

scribed above, we have found that mental health workers are expected to measure up to

four standards for doing good work. First, it is definitely important to be seen as a gen-

eralist. The value placed on one's ability to perform many different functions is ex-

pressed almost immediately in interviews with staff at all levels. Staff talk about needing

to "do a little bit of everything in this job," and "You have to be flexible on this job ...
you can't get too uptight if you don't get to any of the things you planned to do-during a

dai ... things just come,up and you have to deal with them ...." Under .these conditions,

finding innovative and effective ways to deal with the situations-which arise are praised.

Secondly, it is important that rural staffers be willing to step in to take the place

of or asiistother staff mernbers. Because of the small numbers of staff n any one

place at one time, staff believe it is critical to be able to count on any othei- staff member

to make good decisions and to carry out necessary procedures. While many staff com-

ment that they would not fejcomfortable with this respOnsibility without the constant

availability of backup, they take pride in being able to handle the situations with which

they are confronted.

Thirdly, in the spirit of "familismi" it is important for the rural staffer to act llke

a family member. This standara suggests the need to be responsive to the needs and 'con-

cerns of other staff members both inside.and outside the context of work. Thus, for
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example, staff members talk of providing food, babysitting, and temporary shelter for

the, family of a staffer whose house suffered a fire; another discusses the need to-main--

tain, through support and encouragement;the services of a staffer who'has been suffering

from depression; a director covers the switchboard so that his secretary can take.her

sick child home from school.

As a "family" member, the rural staff member is also expected to demonstrate a com-,
mitment to the facility and its community. This is the f urth standard. Demonstration

of this standard takes three forms. fIrst of all, loyalty t the facility-and its staff is im-

portant. Staff members who cause dissension, campaign r agitate for change, or speak

out against the professional or personal styles of other staff .mernbers are criticized. In

t\he "family" of the rural mental health-center, it is ordii4rily. inappropriate, especially

for non-leaders, to single themselves out as better than others. In particular, staff mem-

bers place a strong value on pretenting a unified front to the community.

Secondly, it is important that the staff member display a sensitivity to the attitudes

and interests of the community from which Ats clients are,drawn. Providing services

which are appropriate and approved, particularly Tas meisured by an increase in client

numberc, is an important, though-often implicit, standard of many rural centers.

Concern for this standard is exemplified in the problems of service provision cited

by rural staff. They often describe, for example, the difficulty of overcoming the stigma

attached to being mente.',4 ill or the hesitation to seek nonfamily help-for problenp

among rural people. In most rural Communities, stigma associated vh.th coming to the

mental health center for help is considered high among all clAssess o peoplelunless they

are recent arrivals from the North or California). Rural staff have many stories about

clients from all socioeconomic levels who tried to arrange secret meetings in order to

avoid being seen at themental health center. Others relate how local residents tell them,

= +ease don't come to'see me during the day."
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Families in rural areas also complicate the provision of services. Families are seen

as having both positive and negative effects. On the one hand, in order to protect the

family image, they may harbor a mentally ill person at home, even locke&up, as long

as the person does not become dangerous. On the other hand, the family is available

to offer support and help to the client who is receiving mental health services. One rural

psychologist suggested, "Compared to urban, we don't get the really hardcore here because

usually some family feels obligated. Mental illness is tolerated in the _family here unless

violent behavior is associated'with it."

Religionrlike family, Ls a fadtor of Southern rural life which,pervades the entire

region and:which practitioners cannot ignore. On the one hand, religion offers rural resi-
.

dents a support network And a primary context for social activities. On the other hand,

it may produce feelings of extreme guilt which can=prove to be a source of mental illness.

Particularly in areas where fundamentalist religions are strong, Mental health workers

will be faced with this paradox.

The third demonstration of facility and community commitment involves the ability

to adjust one's lifestyle to community norms. Staff frequently mention that rural com-

munities "test" newcomers (and even locals who have gone away tq school) to determine if

their commitment, fo the community is serious. By "serious" is usually meant an intention

en to and respect the community's wishes and to remain in the community for some

length of time.

The need to find a way to "fie was mentioned frequently with respect to questions

about what kinds of people are sought in recruiting for vacant positions. For example,

a female professional who intends to work while her husband stays home with the kids

can become the laughing stock of a rural community (whereas the same arrangement

can go undetected in urban locales). Clearly, one's effectiveness and success in a rural

area can be limited by such situaticins.
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To accomplish this "match," it is sometimes necessary to endure a great deal of

public scrutiny. One single male psychologist described his neighbor's comment on a

Monday morning. The neighbor remarked that the psychologist's car had remained in

his driveway all weekend. The psychologist responded only by saying, "Yes, my car has

been parked there all weekend." However, the psychologist interpreted his neighbor's

question to imply: "You didn't have a date this eekend;' you didn't go.to church on Sunday;

and what did you do in your house all weekend an way?" The staffer reported that such

encounters were commonplace and that, luckily, h 'lived clean" or he would have had

a hard-time dealing with this scrutiny on a long-term basis.

Urban Centers

To do a good johin an urban center requires attention to four different standards..Virst, it is important to concentrate on performing the duties of one's particular

poiition. Staff members comment Positively about their colleagues who demonstrate

that they can get the job done even in the face of heavy patient loads andpaperwork

demands. Thus, competency and efficiency together forin a standard which is impor-

tant in urban.centers.

Secondly, and closely related to the first standard, it is important to demon-

strate a commitment tO ari academic discipline and to mental health as a profession.

Indications of meeting this standard include attending Professional meetings, being

officers'of professional groups,,pursuing more specialized training, conducting research

and, occasionalfy, preparing articles for publication. In this context, it is the advance-

ment of professionalism which is stressed. Supporting this finding are the statements

of urban staff about needing additional training in order to be "better at our jobs."

Even thou/h, in some instance\s, a job in a particular Center is considered only a tempo-

rary position along the route of personal professional growth, the center is seen as
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a good place to gain important experience. As one M.S.W. put it, "...this is a good place

to work.. We get lots of clinical experience; we see a lot. It is stimulating, a good place

to learn." In other words, the emphasis is on improving one's skills and Capabilities as

a mental health specialist.

A third standard is the ability to work as a member of a "team," as opposed to a

member Of a "fah-lily." In the context of a unit, program, or service, the emphasis is

on /ohe's/ capacity to ''carry one's share of the the load," or in other words, tO perform

'duties which complement thoie of other team members. , In this situation, asking others

for assistance is discouraged because it can indicate an inability_ to do.the job assigned

and it can interrupt the work of others. Similarly, going outside the boundaries of one's

own job is discouraged. The initiation of additional activities is risky because it can in-.

fringe on another's territory or interfere with one's own ability to perform assigned duties.

Eadh person mutt haye confidence in the ability and willingness of other tearri members

to do their own jobs.

Finally, it is important fo know how to maneuver within the bureaucratic struc-

ture in 'order to achieve personal success and .to provide good service to clients., Road-

blocks to both are perceived to be bureaucratic in nature meetings, chains of command,

and paperwork. In urban settings, what is important about the environment is that clients

suffer'from it on a number of levelseconomic, social, and psychologicaland that they

have not learneti how to deal with their prOblems in the tangled system of urban human

service agencies. The success of a service provider lies in his or her ability to lead a

client through the necessary procedures(including getting the client to see everyone

he is supposed 'to see, filling out all the required forms, and so on) and to teach the client

the skills necessary to function autonomously within the system of institutional supports

available to him, thereby maintaining his participation in the program. (In other words,
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, Ia client who Ieps his appointments, takes is medication, and can take advantage of

i'such program as Medicaid and Food Starips is considered a "success.") This kind of success

., depends on thr staff member's abilit to "work" the bureadcracy: that is, a'staff member
.

,
I

must know vilo to talk to_and how o,present information io that the client's needs are

Imet quicklyxand so that the time which can be spent dea, ling with the client's "mental

health pri6lems" is maxirnizid. As one staff member exiii.essed it, "You just can't help

them lith /psych9logica /problems until you .... take cai-e of all these other problems."
/

In summary, it a pears that in order to'"do a good jpb" in a. rural mental health

center, one must: /
,/

1. Be skilled at performing a variety of adtivities and
techniques;

A

Be willing to sacrifice a well-ordered schedule or routine
in order to handle the crisis situations kvhich arise;

3. be willing to meet the-obligati-ons and 1-esponsibilities
of "family" membership;,and

4. give thought and energy to matching t e requirements
of ,the center's programs and the requi ements of one's
own lifestyle to comMunity attitudes.

In contrast, to do alood job as an urban practitioner, one must:

1. strive for a high level of efficiency in specialized
position;.

2. demonstrate a commitment to one's academic discipline
and to the Mental health field and aim toward
increased professional growth;

3. be able to work well as a team member by carrying out
assigned activities and responsibilities; and

4. know how and be willing to maneuver 14thin the
bureaucratic structures in order to prokide
good Service to Clients. \

Hospitals

Just as there are differences in the understandingslthat give meaning to work in
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rural and urban mental health centers, psychiatric hospitals have their own standards

for "doing a good job." In this section, we describe these standards and contrast them

to the standards of rural and urban centers.

-The first standard is one shared with Urban centers. In hospitals, it is important

to perform well the duties of one's particular position. As in urban centers, jobs are spe-

cialited and each person is expected to perform efficiently his or her assigned duties.

The second standard, also shared with-urban centers, is the ability,to work as a.

member of a teain. In hospitalsrwhere a number of staff members share the responsi-

bility for the care and treatment of -the same group of patients, teamwork and corpera-

tion are considered necessary to function efficiently. Each person needs to feel that

the others are doing the jobs expected. As one activity therapist pointed out, "The staff

here on this ward woiks well together. -Everybody knows what their jobs are and every-

body exp \ts you to`do it." Taking on additional activities or moving-outside the boundaries

of one's o "ob is discouraged.

Howe\'er>Uilike. urban centers, asking tor assistance is acceptable.' People feel

that the work they do isAifficult and stressful and that they need each other's assist-

ance to be successful. Here, teamwork includes giving support to co-workers.

A third standard for hospital workers is the ability to accept the nature of bureau-

cratic organizations. Unlike urban centers, where people must learn to maneuver within

and work around the obstacles presented by it, in hospitals the emphasis is on adapting

oneself to its demands and vagaries. people say that one must be "flexible" in order to

accommodate constant changes imposed from above and be willing to accept and abide

by rules and regulations one has no voice in making.

Finally, as in rural centers, a good staff member must exhibit a strong commit-

ment to the community; in this case, however; the coMmunity is the hospital itself. This
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commitment is\ expressed in several ways. The first, and most important, is care and

concern for the patients. This concern is demonstrated through the staff member's treat-
.

ment of patients with respectand sympathy,much like a "good parent." In rural centers,

commitment is expressed through responsiveness (to community attitudes and interest)

but, in hospitals, commitment is expressed in terms Of nurturing behavior.
>

A second way in which commitment to the "community". is expressed is through

length of service. Soine hospital staff proudly claim that they ai-e Second-or _third gener-

ation employees. One woman (a paraprofessional who was highly respected by both profes-
.

sional and, paraprofessional colleagues) told .us she has grown up out here. it/ly mother

used to work here, and she brought us to work with her to help entertain the patients."

Along these same lines, dependability is highly valued. Dependability is demonstrated

.by good attendance records, punctuality, and attitude. "She's a delight--been with us

for years and always there when you need her" is typical of the positive comments made

about co-workers in this regard.

The stigma often associated with mental illness, but especially with psychiatric

createsthe need for a final type of commitment. HoSpital,staff feel that

they must work against the attitudes of outsiders who believe that a mental hospital

.is a frightening place, full of crazy, dangerous people. Often staff say that they, them-

selves, were afraid of the hospital before coming to work there, but now say, "It's not

a bad place. I wish people on the outside could come here and see what it's like." Even

where a hospital has been in existence for many years, staff report that neighbors, family,

and friends suspect those who work there. In defending one's work and the hoSpital against

these outside attitudes, the worker demonstrates commitment to the hospital community.

Thus, the four principal standards of performance in a psychiatric hospital may

be summarized as follows:
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1. 'be highly conipetent in a specialized position;

2. be willing and able to function as a member of an interder
pendent, supportive team;

3. adapt oneself to the demanditchanges and inconsistencies
of a large bureaucracy;

4. exhibit a strong commitment to the hospital community
through concern for patients,,dependability, and defense
of the,institution against outside biases.

0

RETENTION AND RECRUITMENT OF STAFF

Our visits to these mental health facilities led us to believe that the differences

we noticed in the patterns of organization and utilization, in conjunctiOritith sOme factors

external to the lacility,lave rise to the differences we found in the ways staff came

to understand the "meaning of work"at their facilities. We believed that it was -on the

basis of these.understandings that staff members interpreted theirown jot performance

or success, the relationship Of their work and their facility to their own goals, the needs

and direction of the facility or program within the faciliV, and so on. Theoretically,

it could also be expected that these understandings would affect retention figures and

recrUitment efforts at a facility. 13
Figures 5-7 illustrate our ideas about how these !Jar-

ioui factors interrelate in rural centers, urban centers,t and state hospitals. The relation-

Ship between staff organization, utilization, retention, and recruitment is presented down-

the center of each model and is the,same for each locale. The boxes around the periphesy

vary in size tO represent rough-differences in the,amount of influence exerted. Arrows

represent the main direction of influence.

13
Of Course, retention will always be affected to some extent by other external

fattOrs, sucly as a change in spoute's job, funding cutbacks from he federallovern-
Merit, ett. We are assuming that these factors arite randomly; that,I.s., they are
not mOre likely to occur in rural as opposed to urban locales or vice versa. We assume
Oat It is the nature of the work contekt and the way people feel about their jobs
,that make these competing situations more or-less salient to staff.
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FIGURE 5: MODEL OF THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN EXMIN-AL FAC ORS, STAFF
ORGANIZATION AND UTILIZATION, AND RETENTION AND RECR ITMENT
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FIGURE 6: MODEL OF THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN EXTERNAL FACTORS, STAFF
ORGANIZATION AND uTILIZATION,. AND RETENTION AND RECRUITMENT

URBAN CENTERS
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FIGURE 7: MODEL 0 THE RELATIONSHIP-BETWEEN EXTERNAL FACTORS, STAFF
ORGANIZATION A UTILIZATION, AND RETENTION AND RECRUITMENT

HOSPITALS
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Building on the idea that facilities establish their own system of meaning comprised

of standards for good work and the findifig that these standards are different in rural,

urban, and hospital facilities, we now hypothesize.that staff retention is affected by

the extent to which individual staff members can achieve status in the facility, where

they-work. By "status achievement," we mean that the individual perceives that other

facility staff (or some "significanfothers" within it) recognize his or her work as "good"

in that Context. In other words, "status" depends on one's ability to be recognized for

meeting the standards of "doing good work" as defined by the facility; through its patterns

Oytanization and utilization.

If our hypothesis is correct, then we would expect that rural, urban, and hospital

staffers would be attuned to different activities, behaviors, and norms in pursuit of

status. Specifically, we would expect that rural centers' staffs would desire to beTrecog-

nized for:

1. skills at a wide variety of jobs;

2. ability to handle crises;

behaviOr as good "family" members; and

4. fitting in or getting along well with the local community.

In contrast, we wOuld expect that urban center staff would desire to be

recognized

efficiency at a particular job;

2. professionalism;

3. ability to work as a member.of a team; and
r

4. abiIity tO maneuver through'the bureaucracy.

+to
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Finally, we would expect that hospital staff would desire tb be recognized for;

1. competence in a specialized position;

2. reliability-and a supportive posture as a team member;

3. ability to adapt to bureaucratic chafigei; and

4, commitment to the activities and goals of the hospital.

Since the meanings and, thus, the nature of the recognition desired are different

across these typei of facilities, it seems that an individual's reasons-lor leaving (staying)

should also differ, or.perhaps more accurately, a given dissatisfaction (satisfaction) should

weigh more in.one setting. With these ideas in mind, attention was directed;to the inter-

view questions which addressed the atmosphere,of è workplace, the conditions found

rewarding arid frustrating there, the reasons' mentioned for staying with or leaving one's

present job, and the strategiet for recruitment.

In the following, profiles of the interview responses from centers 10 and 9 are present-

ed to illustrate the extremes of high and low retention in the rural locales; then, Centers

7 and 8 are discusied as examples of the urban centers (see Figure 2).14 Because the

need for recruitment is so closely linked to retention rate, profiles of recruitment efforts

at these centers will.alsO be described here.15

Rural Center 10

At rural Center 10 where retention was pefect, i.e., 100% during 1978, interviewees'

positive cbmments about their jobs far out-number negative corriments. Staff talk excitedly

14
Center 4 was not used because it appeared to_be unique in a number of ways. Center

was_substituted because it appeared to be more representative of a "typical" urban
teifter with-a high retention rate.
15

Unfortunately, our sample of hospitals was too small to develop meaningful
comparisons.
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about the diallenges of getting new programs 'started, new clients enrolled, and managing

the new and unfamiliar cases Avhich arise for them. They state that other staff, particu-

larly the director, are highly supportive of their efforts and_open to their suggestions.

Although a few staff members say that they do notplan to stay at t e center for the

rest of their lives, they reiterate that they are pleased with conditions present and

with prospects-tor the.future. They report that this optimistic, developmen I and suppor-

tive atmosphere is the reason they like to work here and one-r6-eason they are not 1pking.

for jobs elsewhere. Other reasons include: the lack of comparable jobs in the local ea;

the idea that, in general, economic prospects are brighter here than in many other regio

of the country; and the fact that staff like the value placed on community and family

life which they find he... On the negative side, staff express some concern apout conserv-

ative political attitudes at the state and local levels and complain that such attitudes

make increased resources for mental health unlikely.

At this facility, recruitment efforts are aimed at attracting people to newly created

Positions. Emphasis is placed on finding 'candidates who have the necessary mental health

stAlls (or the necessary interest to learn the skills during on-the-job training), who are

excited about the opportunity to develop new programs, and who will fit in with the exist-

ing staff and with the community as a whole. Thus, job notices are placed mainly in local

newspapers and magazines where those who are already familiar with the area, by virtue

of residence, family ties, property ownership, business, or even vacation trips; may see

the announcements. Attempts are also made to obtain names from personal friends who

may have local contacts in mental health fields. In advertising positions and encouraging

desirable prospects, recruiters peddle both the attractions of the job and the environment

(e.g., quality of rural life, low taxes, etc.). Because most candidates are already familiar

with the area, the characteristics of the job probably receive more attention as discus-

sions with candidates proceed:
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Here the recruitment process is*n as taking considerable time, as.diverting

staff from other, more crucial mental health actiyities, aild thus, as "'expea'sive" for the_
facility. Recognizing this "cost," recruiters express considerable concern about the candi-

date's likelihood to stay with the job and the community for an extended period of time

(some say "at least two years", is the minimum expected).*

At this facility, it seems the. an atmosphere has been created in which it is relative-

ly easy to meet the standards of "doing a good job" as defined In rurateenters. It is easy

to gain experience with activities of interest because staff are able and encouriged to

experiment with new ideas and programs. Staff also find themselves in a highly supper-

tive environment, where risk-iiking is safe. At this center, being a "family member",

seems to be taken for granted: the director is seen as a fair thid open-minded head, and

the staff ds working together tc; develop a unique and high quality meatal health program.

Fitting in with the community is not difficult since most staff members already have

ties to it.

Gaining the trust and. sumo:4 of local residents for mental health activities may

sometimes be frustrating, but community interest in the pre-Tdm and the community's,

acceptance of the staff as individuals seem to make this wor Oallenging rather than
-

threatening. Finally, considerable attention is given to finding new-staff who will fit

comfortabfy into the existing system.

Rural-Center 9

Here staff members' comments are more likely to be negative than positive. While,

staff often gin bY saying that they like the challenge of trying to build and improve

the mental health program in this area, they go on tO say that the many obstaclto

be overcome make the job extremely difficult. Prominent in their minds is the funire
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of the Witty which is in danger of closing down if shortages of staff and money are

not reversed soon.

In this context, the needs of patients and the concerns of the local community are

described as additional burdens to go with the,burfien of wondering if one will have a

job in the future. Most staff member$ say that ihey would prefer to work elsewhere

if they could find cOmparable or better jobs. Most are looking for other jobs.

Recruitment efforts here are practically a full-time job-for the director. He is deter-

mined to turn away from the previous policy of hiring and training local residents (which

led to charges of political and personal favoritism under a previous administration). Instead,

he wants to tiire,professionals from outside the local area (which has few professionals

of its own). The hiring of professionals is particularly important because staff turnover

has resulted in vacancies in key positions, e.g.,.licensed clinical psychologist, without

which the facility's operations are severely cut back. As a result, the director spends

a great deal of time in recruitment, in consultation with the local mental health board

which is carefully scrutinizing the facility, and in searching for funds.

Because the area is not generally recognized at an attractive place to live (i.e.,

it has an uncertian economy and is not widely known for its scenic appeal) and because

the menial health center itself is not especially attractive in its present condition, gener-

ous salaries are uzed as an incentive 4-o attract professionals. Almost- any professional

who visits is offered a job. For those who accept without other commitments to the

area, however, turnover is rapid. Reportedly, high salaries are not enough incentive to

keep someone here in the face of unfamiliar or unpleasant working conditions, a spouse's

disaffection with the area, hassles over licensure, or assignment to numerous "undesir-

able" clients such as alcoholics and "chronics." Staff who stay tend to be those who say

that the facility offers special opportunities not usually available elsewhere, suCh as
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professional positions for both husband and wife, and those who have other, non-work-

related, reasons for remaining in the area.

In this situation, an atmosphere is created in which it is difficult to do a good job

in terms of the standards of rural centers'. In the first place, it is difficult to obtain re-

wards -for doing one's job because so much energy is given to meeting crises of service

provision, because of the extreme shortage of staff which limit the facility's activities,

and because of worries about the future. Meeting crises is viewed as essAtial, not goinz

beyond the call of duty. Secondly, while there are many tasks to do and too few staff.

to cover them, existing staff do not have the academic qualifications to perform many

of the most essential tasks. In this situation, frustration runs high, as does interest in

jobs elsewhere.

Being a member of the facility's family and fitting into the community are also

troublesome here. On the one hand, the "family" is without a full-time leader. The direc-

tor, as almost full-time recruiter, is often not available to give staff the rewards of praise.

input to decision making, and the ehcouragement to design programs which he might

otherwise give. Additiohally, rapid turnover of staff means that there is little time to

develop the ties of family membership necessary to find this relationship rewarding.

Finally, the community, defined as both inappropriate as a source of desirable staff mem-

bers and as somewhat hostile to the center, cannot be expected to be a source of many

rewards either. Thus, it is not surprising to find low retention here.

Urban Center 7.

Turning now to urban facilities, Center 7 has a retention rate of 93% for 1978.

At this facility, interviewees indicate a different orientation toward their work. Promi-

nent in their response's are positive comments about the diversified experiences they
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encounter from the range of clients they see and the expertise they feel is acquired as

a result. Expertise in clinical skills, administration, and "knowing the bureaucratic ropes"

all recewe mention. Staff also speak positively about the opportunities for professional

growth in which they participate. Many say that they are working on advanced degrees,

additional Crtifications, licenses or credits, or are teaching university classes on the

side. In addition, these staff members speak frequently of things they have recently

read in professional journals about new therapies, innova\tive program designs, and what

well-known professionals in their field are currently doing. On the negative side, staff

mention the hassles of working in a large bureaucratic system but tend to dismiss this

rapidly as l'coming with the territory."

Staff members here also talk proudly of their facility's excellent reputation in the

city. They say that they were attracted to this center after spending time in the area

and hearing about how gOod the center was from others. They seem proud to be associat-

ed with such a place and feel that they would have to move to a job in the state or federal

bureaucracy, or iria.university, to obtain a better position.

Due to the fact that the city and state have frozen hirings, 16 recruitmentat this

facility is virtually non-existent except for psychiatrists who turn over rapidly, reportedly

because they do not"Ii1< the heavy client load and the restriction on private practice

here.17

In advertising position for psychiatrists, the facility emphasizes the benefits of

living-in a pleasant, growing city rather than the character6tics of the job itself. Whatever

the position, however, administrators say that they always search for "top flight clini-

cians," meaning those with advanced degrees from prestigous Southern schools and those

16
This situation was not atypical for urban centers.

17
Psychiatrists (and othel professionals) are required to work full-time for the center.
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wittYditims-trative experience. Although the state merit system is the formal route

to a job at the facility, administrators say they use professional contacts, particularly

at universities, to encourage good candidates to get onto the merit roster prior to hiring

time. It seems that, when jobs are available, the facility has little trouble finding desir-

able candidates.

As at Center 10, it seems that an atmosphere is created in which it is relatively

easy to do a good job by urban standards. The staff apparently find the pursuit of special-
,

ized expertise and professional growth rewarding. Since this facility is located close

to universities, in a center of considerable private as well as public mental health acti-

vity, and near an airport providing easy access to cities where professional meetings

are held, it is not difficult to Pursue professional development here. Even staff members

with only limited resources or previous academic experience have access to professional

development opportunities nearby. Since individuals at all levels of the hierarchy engage.

in these after-hours activities, it is not considered a hardship to do so. Reportedly, the

facility as a whole and its individual members are also frequently recipients of praise

from outSiders. During staff meetings, such things as research proposals, program de-
,

signs, and service beyond-the-call-of-duty are recognized and applauded. Federal and

staff officials, as well as local officials, are sourdes of this recognition.

Urban Center 8

The final facility, Center 8, is an urban center with low staff retention. The topic

of greatest concern and frequency here is pressure from the local governing board to

cut back expenditures and to improve services. Reportedly, these directives have come

in the wake of unfavorable publicity and political maneuvering regarding the facility.

One sore point has been the facility's high turnover rate.

Interestingly, many staff focus their frustration over these unpleasant developments
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on other nearby mental health centers where, staff believe, more "treatable" clients

(e.g., middle class people With mild neuroses and whose chances of improvement through

therapy are good) go, more research is done, and university professors like to place their

students. Frequently, afterexplaining all of this, staff will conclude with the statement

that their own facility is well-regarded by clients. Pretty, clearly, this is not enough

of a reward for them.

As at Center 7, hiving, and thus recruitment, is restricted by limited resources.

Howevr, unlike Center 7, recruitment efforts here are focused on mental health techni-

cians rather than on psychiatrists. Retaining psychiatrists has not been a problem here,

possibly because the center has been moving more toward a medical model in the sense

tat,,in order to cut costs, "expensive" social workers and psychologists are being replaced

by "inexpensive" mental health technicians supervised by_p_sychiatrists. Recruitment_

of mental health technicians has been targeted at new graduates of associate degree

programs in local community colleges. Those involved in recruitment report that, initial-

ly, prospective candidates are excited by the job because it offers them more responsi-
.

bility than other jobs for which they qualify. However, once the low pay is mentioned,

many job seekers are lured to other jobs by the prospect of higher salaries.

At-this facility, one forms the impression that the standards of urban facilities

are known and valued but cannot be realized. For example, staff talk about developing

expertise and teamwork, but the new pattern emphasizing many individual performances

of similar' tasks and the one-to-one supervision of the psychiatrist-technician relationship

undermine these efforts. Staff comment, for example, that "now everyone (except a

psychiatrist) does the same thing here." Similarly, where professional credentials were

previously valued because they allowed access to higher status and better paying admini-

strative jobs, credentials are no longer encouraged by a system which stresses the most
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direct service for the least money. Morale at the facIlity isalso affected by the poor

reputatioh of the facility in professional circles in the city. In short, it is hard to do

a good job here.

Discussion

It appears, then, that both rural and urban "successful" centers share some

characteristics.which the unsuccessful sites in both locales lack. Both Center 10 and

Center 7 share a well-defined and clear operating system of organization. Tpis operat-

ing system seems to lead to clear standards for doing a good job, access to rewards for

staff members, and high morale which, in turn, encourage retention. Presumably, those

who leave are-those who, for one reason or anothei, cannot find a point of access to re-,
wards. In addition, both successful facilities share a strong source of support in the corn-

/
Triunity, For the rural center, this support comes from local residents and is demonstrated

by continued Client utilization .of the facility, the confidence of the local board, and

the generally positive attitude of local leaders-, -At the urban faCility, "community" sup-
_

port comes from the professional community, notably other mental health professionals,

human service agency representatives, professors, and researchers. it would seem, how-

ever, that the two successful facilitiei would differ in retention rates over the long run.

The rural facility's emphasis on community fit would appear to encourage retention over

the long run. 'In contrast, the,urban facility, with its emphasis on professional develop-

ment, would seem to discourage long-term retention..

Turning to the "unsuccessfuP' facilities, theyPave more confused operating systems,

less clear standards, staff who'feel frustrated and unrewarded, low morale, and low reten-

tion. Those who stay at theSe facilities are people who have other reasons for remaining

in the community or for whom other local jobs are not available. Both unsuccessful cen-

ters also are weakly supported by the community of importance to them. At the rural
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facility, local residents are seen as ambivalent, if not hostile, to the facility, and as burden-

some for staff. In the urban locale, the professional community holds a low opinion of

the facility. Differences appear in the ways these two centers are trying to handle tlieir

problems. At the rural facility, more traditional mental health professionals are being

-sought. The solution here is basically a matter of recruitment. At the urban facility,

more paraprofessionals are being sought and the solution is to reorganize the delivery

of mental health care to make it less expensive.

On the basis of these data, we propose the following,hypotheses for further study

of retention:

1. Where acce_ss.,to rewards, as defined by the standards of
doing a good lob,,is easy, retention is generally encouraged.

2. Where access to rewards, as defined by the standards of
doing a good job is limited or blocked, retention is generally
discouraged.

3. Where support froth the facility's community of reference
cominunity or professional commuriity) is forth-

coming, retention is encouraged.

4. Where support from the facility's community-of reference
is missing, retention is discouraged.

In addition, two corollaries regarding rural/urban differences are proposed:

i. In rural facilities, where one of the facility's standards
encourages long-term commitment to and fit with the
community, retention is further encouraged.

In udian _facilities, where one of the standards encourages
professional developMentand-rnoving on and up tc2%etter"
positions, retention is further discouraged.

With regard to recruitment effort, we can, at this point, offer only two rather sim-

!plistic hypotheses:'

I. Where facilities are generally successful (i.e., they have
worked out acceptable patterns of operation, clear standards,
and retained staff adequately), recruitment efforts will
be conservative: they will be designed to attract people
who fit into existing.patterns and who will meet existing
standards.
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2. Where facilities are unsuccessful, recruitnient strategies
will be designed to bring in a new breed of staff member
to revitalize the sagging organization.

The recruitment picture is complicated when recruitment success, rather than ef-
,

fort alone, is to be measured. Success at recruiting staff is, essentially, the ability to

attract-the people you want to what you have to offer. In our work, we ask,d ourselves

if the patterns of organization and utilization-and the standards of good work which we

found were apparent to potential recruits.

This question proved difficult to answer for .two reasons. First,. the aspects of organi-

zation and utilization as well as the standards we identified as distinguishing rural facil-

ities from urban ones Would, for the most part, be "hidden" from proipective staff mem-

bers. That is, those features would be difficult to determine duiing a brief interview

at or visit to a faCility.. Also staff did not usually talk al;out organization or utilization

when describing why they.initially chose a particular position.

Our data suggest, however, that recruitment success is associated with candidates'

previous contact with the local area. At all the sites visited, both rural and urban, most

staff members hád prior ties to the area. Interest in maintaining or reaffirming these

ties was commonly given as the primary reason for choosing a particular job. More specifi-

cally, staff members indicated that they looked for jobs in a particular locale because

they valued certain characteristics of the locale. They then selected the job they pre-

ferred from those offered in the area. This finding strongly suggests that recruitment

success is most easily accomplished when recruitment efforts are aimed at those who have

to be convinced only of the desirability of the job, and not also of the desirability of the

area.

A prior positive attitude about a locale may be especially crucial for recruitment

success,in rurai areas. It appears that, in general, mental health professionals are attract-

ed to the educational, cultural, and social opportunities of urban life rather than to the
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opportunities of rural life. In the survey responses, of those professionals contemplating

a job change, 28.2% of those' working in rural areas said they preferred to move to an

urban locale. Only 7.2% of those working in urban area wanted to move to rural areas.

The second difficulty ikdiscussing recruitment concerns the long-term dut-

comes of recruitment strategies., For example, in the case of Center 9 (rural, low reten-

tion), the decision to concentrate recruitment afort on trad\iona1 mental health profes-

sionals from outside the local area seems risky since, if succe ful even in the short ruri,
_ .

it will result in further alienation of the facility staff from the ornmunity if strangers

are brought in and, subsequently, leave after a relatively short thpe. Given that the

existing staff of tenter 9 is smallkand the facility must, essentially, start over, we wonder

if it would not be more 1?eneficial for the facility to concentrate recruitment efforts

on people akeady familiar with the area and on the challenges of the job, of creating

new programs, and so On as in Center 10.

Similarly, it is not clear that the durrent strategy being employed atCenter 8 (ur-

ban, low retention) Will be successful in the long run. The presence of other facilities

in the same city where traditional professionals can work for higher status and higher

salaries, where "better clients" will continue to go because of these facilities' more "profes-

sional" image, where university graduates will try to find places, and where better-paying

jobs are available in the community for associate degree graduates, all would seem to

work against the creation of a stable'staff at Center 8. If turnover remains high as well,

community support is not likely to be forthcoming either. We wonder if Center 8 would

not be well-advised to rethink its reorganization plan. Specifically, we wonder if Center 8

should: .1) reconsider the utilization of a few advanded degree social workers, psychol-

ogists, researchers, and others who would bring greater prestige (both through their pres-

ence and their university contacts) and offer some career ladders fon paraprofessionals
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who want to advance, and 2) make a concerted effort to build an innovative, stand-out,

maybe even specialized, program which would attract professisral community attention

and support.

ISSUES AND IDEAS FOR THE ADMINISTRATION OF MENTAL HEALTH PROGRAMS

Retention

This project has'identified a number of issues surrounding staff retention in mental

health facilities. First, as discussed earlier, we have found it difficult to uniformly speci-

fy what constitutes acceptable or nonacceptable retention. We have foima some admini-

strators in facilities with moderate retention figures (relative to all those in our sample)

who believe that some staff turnover is healthy for their facilities. We have found others,

with high retention figures, who believe services-could be improved by still higher figures.

We have found still others who wish more of their long-term employees would turn over

so as to allow room for new blood. As a result, we are not, at this point,nin a position

to set a standard for evaluating retention.success. We believe, however, that more atten-

tion should be given in the future to-the whole matter of "retention" programs--to the

concept of retention, strategies for retention, and the maintenance of current data con-

cerning retention--in much the same way that recruitment programs or strategies are

develOped. There has been some concern with staff satisfaction and staff needs assess-

ment, based on the assumption that these are related to retention, but much less effort

has gone into developing retention programs than has gone into developing recruitment

programs.

Our findings I,' gest that such retention programs should be fashioned with a facil-

ity's system of organization, utilization, and rewards in mind. For example, what consti-

tutes a good retention rate in a rural.facility may be too high for an urban facility; what
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constitutes a meaningful unit of time for measuring retention in rural centers may be

too long for urban facilities. Further, individuals' reasems for staying or leaving rural
I

i

and urban facilities appear to differ: someorir leaving a rural facility, after only a short
, 1

time seems more likely than an urban counterpart to be suffering from difficulties associ-
,..

ated with fitting into the community. PerhaPs more attention could be given to orienting
. . i

new staff to the rural community and its norms; perhaps more effort could be given to

providing social support to rural newcomers.

urban iacility after a short stay seems more

On the other hand, someone leaving an

ikely to be trying to move up the career

ladder. In this case, ameliorative measures on the part of the facility may be inappropri-

ate or ineffectual. Similarly, a person who stays a long time in a rural facility may be

developing important community trust, whilesomeone who stays a long time in an urban

facility may be stagnating. We believe that issues and questions such as-these beg for

consideration and further research.

In the, absence of a standard for evaluating retention, we can, however, offer some

suggestions for facility administrators who wish to change retention figures at their facil-

ities: Our findings indicate that in places where retention rates are high, the patterns

of operating organization and utilization are well-defined, and routinized. One conse-

quence of this clarity seems to be that the stItndards for doing good work are alsO clear

and recognition for work well done is, in some way, available. In contrast, in facilities

wh e retention rates are low, the patterns of operating organization and utilization

are cdhsed, resulting in ambiguiiy about standards and difficulty in obtaining recogni-

tion for w k done.

On the basis of these findings, it would-appear that retention rates are vulnerable

to the extent to which the operating system is not clearly discernible. For administrators

wishing to increase retention rates, we suggest an examination of the existing operating

_system. If staff members have not worked out smooth and effective ways of apportioning
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tasks and taking responsibilities, can res be implemented to improve conditions?

Such measures might include designating or hiring a leader or group of leaders to give

units a sense of direction and purpose, establishing moreirungs in the career ladder, imple-

menting administrative changes designed to give units more flexibility to define and con.=

trol the work done in them, or developing mechanisms for dealing with territorial disputes

and inecluities between categories of staff. In all cases, the ultimatc purpose of the

changes should be to make-staff feel'better about the work they do.

Where too much retention is considered a.p4oblem, several alternatives are avail-

able. For one, in-service-programs and staff development may help to motivate tired

staff membei:s. Administrators might also cooperate with other local_human service

agencies in order to increase opportunities for lateral transfers between agencies. Encour-

aging professional development might also serve to keep staff moving.

Our-findings also suggest the importance b community support iffacilify operations

in general and retention rates in particular are 10 be satisfactory. Where community

support is lacking, more attention could be givr to public relations, to programs.targeted

to specialized interests or needs identified by the community, and to staff contact with

community leaders.

Recruitment

As discussed above, our findings suggest that recruitment efforts are, in general,

most effective when aimed at mental health ipecialists already familiar with the locale

in which the job is located and-when the challenges of the job and the qualities of the
Mat

facility, rather than external influences, can be the focus of attention during job

interviews.

At this point, we would like to offer a few. additional observations on the general
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probreTh of retratmg staff. ?hese observations are based on our impreStions of th--6 Kim's

of staff whOc look for new jobs and of the kinds of things they look for, These observations

also refer to features of the recruitment situation which the facility might be able tO

effect.18

Firstr job seekers appear to fall into three main categories. There are those who

have just completed a degree program and are looking for their first (or their first in

this field) job. ,Oftentimes, new graduates, have little experience by which to evaluate

job possibilities. In cases where new graduates are in oversupply, they are likely to take

any job which is offered to them. Once in the job, these new graduates,often discover

that the job or the- facility is not providing the rewards expected, and the person begins

to look ior another job.

The new graduate can present several problems for facilities which have difficulties

filling vacancies. First, the-new graduate in oversupply is apt to search-for jobs-in-areas

which he or she knows are not favored by more experienced people. There are usually

more jobs available and advertised in these areas (e.g., rural aregs, geriatric settings,

etc.) for the same reason. Unfortunately, the new graduate is less likely to know what

he or she win fitid.in'a job in these area:. In this case, since the new graduate may accept

a job offer quickly, the facility may want to develop a means of carefully screening new

graduates to determine whether they are likely to enjoy the job and stay in it.

For rural facilities attempting to fill vacancies, the likelihood that new graduates

will be unprepared for rural practice is high. The findings from a survey of 591 graduates

of B.S.W. and M.S.W. training programs, Iing conducted under Part I of this project,

provides a case in point. When asked to indicate the amount of didactic training received

18
Thus, other factors contributing to retruitment, such as career aspirations of a spouse

and presence in the job market of a few chronically dissatisfied, yet experienced, mental
health nomads, are not considered here.
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in 25 different areas, training in rural/urban differences appeared 15th on the. list; with

respect to field experience, rural/urban differences appeared 18th on the list. In both

cases, training in rural problems appeared below training in prelems of all other special

groups, except Chicanos. In addition, while respondents said that they spent 43.5% of

their time prior to entering their mental health training programs in urban locales, they

reported spending 72% of their training period in urban locales. Thus, rural administrators

may want to take special pains to evaluate the match between their facilities' work stan--
dards and the expécfations and experiences of new graduates. Concentrated orientation

programs fornovices may also proveta -worthwhile investment.

The seconci type of job-seeker is the pera attempting to make a Anid-career 'change.
11These individuals usually.look for hefty benefits associated with a career move. In other

words, they may want substantial salary increases, mbre opportunities for career advancer-

ment, more opportunities to do the kind of work they desire, more vacation time, and

so on. The facility seeking a mid-career person will have to deliver many or all of th se

benefits up front, in order to attract the person. At least compared to new recruits,

howeVer, it appears that mid,career job-seekers arc more certain about what they w nt

from a job and, &ice these conditions are met, they are more likely, to stay at the faci ty.

Perh-aps/because of limited resources and the diminished value placed on professionalism

in rural places, they rarely attract mid-career job seekers. It might be cost-beneficial

to provide more in terms of salaries and benefits. so as to attract experienced mid-career

people likely to remain at a rural center, rather than recruiting and training new gradu-.

ates from urban-oriented programs who are likely to leave 4fter a short (and, therefore,

relatively costly) stay at the facillty.

The final type of job-seeker is the person making a change in the later stages of

a career. Commonly, tOis person is looking for work which is less frantic, less demanding,
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or less time-consuming than previous work. To g t this type of position, the later-career

person is often willing to take something less than the highest benefits he or she could

command. Possibly because of the stereotypic image of rural America as a slower-paced

environment, we found a number of people, now working in rural places, who had spent

the major portions of their careers in urban places.

For these reasons, then, individuals in the later stages of their career may prove

to be a good bet for rural administrators seeking new employees. While this group of

job seekers is highly experienced, they often do not maice the demands, which are hard

for rural facilities fo meet, of mid-Career joii,seekers. On the negative side, these individ-

uals may also be set in their established routines and may have difficulty adjusting to

a_new environment, new -techniques, and-new definitions Of need.

SUGGESTIONS FOR TRAINING INSTITUTIONS

Assuming that at least sonie training institu\tions are trying to prepare students

for existing positions in mental health fields and that these institutions would like their

graduates to feel useful and valuable in their places of workOnstitutions training mental

----health professionals will be interested in the implications of these findings. Importantly,

lhe findings suggest that adequate preparation for work in rural areas differs from the

training required to perforrri well in urban areas. In this section, we will present asfew

suggestions, based on our findings for the training of mental health professionals for

rural versus urban practice.

In the case of rural facilities, many currently have position vacancies. According

to rural facility administrators, these vacancies occur for two reasons, First, it is often

difficult to find, anyone possessing the qualifications required by law for some positions.

Secondly, administrators of rural centers often express concern about finding appliCants
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with the qualifications the administrators themselves require. These qualities include

such things as the ability to work as a generalist, the ability to remain flexible, and the

ability to fit into a community, which h ave been mentioned aboveias conditions of work

in rural places. Thus, while some rural centers have plenty of applications for vacant

\positions, they still have trouble finding someone they "really like" to fill the position.

Given this situation, training institutions rght assist both in the placement of their own
,

students and in the better distribution of professionals to places where they are needed

if curricula were designed to give more att ntion to the requirements of a rural work
_-

setting. Such assatance might be provide in the following six ways.

I. Since it_is_ important for Tura -staffers -to-be-generalists; -training

programs in psychiatry, psy,ology, social work, nursing, and other

professional fields could pthvide a curriculum track which is aimed

at preparation for "genet._ " mental health or human services prac-

tice. Such a curriculum irientation might follow the plan used

in training general-phy icians or family physicians. The goal of

the track would be t provide students with the knowledge and

experiences necessa y to perform well in a variety of areas rather

than being oriente to only one or two skill areas.

2. In designing this more general curriculum track, at least a portion

of it should be devoted to the atterns of or anization and utiliza-

tion which an .2_3eex in rural places (this might be incorpor-

ated, for example, into a section of the track which also discusses

differences between public and private practice, mental health

center and child welfare agency practice; and go on).
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3. Further, a course should be offered which provides students with

a qualitative unde.standin of what it is like to live in a rural

place. We are thinking.here of fiction, nonfiction, and poetry

whiCh gives a feel for the rural South (such as Reynolds Prices'

A Generous Man, for example).

4. Because Of tne concern-about community support in rural plaCes,

some classroom-attention should also be given to innovative techni-

ques for determiningappropriate services for hard-to-reach cli-

ents. Peacock (195:199), for example, has suggested that South-

ern whites have not been interested, historically, in social reform

movementi, but favor instead change through dramatic conversion

experiences. The use of such experiences, already apparent in

some programs such as alCoholism treatment, might be expanded

for use in centers in the rural South. A number of the people we

interviewed made suggestions regarding a broader base of services

for rural centers. Heading this list is the idea that the name of

the facility might be changed". Suggested changes included "Human

Growth Center" or 'Human Development Center." An example

is Kentucky's "Comprehensive Care Center." Under a new name

such as one of these, staff members proposed exercise classes,

diet counseling, financial planning, community planning, and non-

smoking clinics as means of improving the mental health of rural

citizens without the stigmatizing effects of targeting a program

at "mental illness." Training institutions could contribute to these

efforts by instructing students in techniques for Systematically
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determining clients' needs and clie s understanding of what serv-

ice proVision should entail. (Fo an explanation of an innovative

methodology to determine cli nt attitudes,. see Harding and Clement

1972; for examples ofprogi, ms established to maximize commu-

nity input and, thereby,P iesgn appropriate services, see the arti-

cles on the Dade Coun)ty, Florida, Mental Health Units in Psychiatric

Annals,'Vol. 5, No. 8/August, 1975.)

5. Also in regard to ural service provision, trai stitutions could

ive attention tolrecr members and minor'

class Members, encouraging them to work in rural settings, and

preparing them for what they will find there. Shortages of-minor-

ity staff existed in all the rural centers we visited, the problem

made worse by the fact that o many rural residents themselves

fall into minority groups and classes.

6. Lastly, since it is diffitult for students to obtain knowledge clidac-\
tically of how rural mental health centers actually work, we feel

that each profession's "general human services" track should in-

clude substantial time for rural field lacements. This is especially

important since, as mentioned earlier, the-overall orientation

of the mental health professions is primarily urban. Social work,

for example; is overwhelmingly urban in standard textbook content.

Rural relevance is primarily the result of specific adaptations

instituted by a few social work training programs.

We su est that field lacements occur throu hout or durin the
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program, not at the end. Placements occurring at the end of train-

ing cut off opportunities for students to discuss and think about

their experiences with professors and also ctiiff the educational

institution's source of information about the work situations its

graduates will face. Another Option would be to run'a seminar

concurrently with a senior-year placement. This arrangement

is possible when students and professors are located in close proximity.

Field placementS could alsci be designed so that the t'ecipient facil-

ity receives some benefit, other than the intern's services, which

are often seen as more of a hindrance than a help due to his or

her inexperience. One idea which might have appeal in rural set--

tings would be to provide.a center staff member with advanced

training in exchange for the facility's willingness to train the in-

tern. Since 'rural staff are often located far from universities,

they find it hard to pursue academic work and feel that their level

of expertise and motivation diminishes with time. By exchanging

didactic training of staff for field training of students, institgtions

could benefit both parties.

In urban centers and sorhe hospitals, retention is as much or more of a problem

than recruitm4nt. Here, high turnover is usually associated with the difficulties of work-

ing within a large bureaucracy and the emphasis on "moving on" to better positions else-

where. Since some mental'health programs suffer from such high turnover rates, we

' feel that training institutions might consider ways of preparing students to cope effec-

tively with ?ban bureaucracy.

1,
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1. One ivay to better prepare staff for the urban bureauFracy might

be to devote classroom time to how bureaucracies w*k, and parti-

cularly to how they work to thwari staff morale and innovation..

Coursework could also in4iWconsideration of whether such bureau-
;

cratic structures are appropriate for human service delivery and,

if not, how the provision of services in urban areas might be altered. 19

(For information on these subjects, see, for example, Gruneberg's

1979 book which reviews recent findings on staff morale and bureau-

cratic structures.)

2. Alternating periods of field placement in urban agencies with clas-a-

room work is also su ested as re aration for urban work. Since

many center staff enroll in University classes in urban settings,

these classes provide opportunities-for novices and oldhands, as
,

well as professors, to come together and develop strategies for

urban Mental health programs. It is hoped that such efforts will

result in patterns of organization and utilization,which increase

the level of agency commitment and optimism on the part of urban

staff.

19 It should be noted, in regard to the questiop of initiating change in both rural and
urban centers, that new staff members, especially interns, are iarely, if ever, in a position
to bring about change. In most cases, change-comes about slowly, after one has spent
ronsiderable time learning the system and working within it.
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APPENDIX A

ON-SITE INTERVIEW _FORMAT USED,AT
14 MENTAL HEALTH FACILITIES IN

THE SOUTH
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Introduction-for Staff-of Aental Health Facilities

The purpose of my visit here today is to learn omething about what it's like to work in a
menial health facility. On the basis of the informattpn collected from several different facilities,
1 hope to make some recommendations about how to infiuence the distribution of mental health
professionals to areas where'more are needed.

Your participation is-entirely voluntary. You are free to decline specific questions or the
interview in its entirety. If you decide to participate,-your responsee will remain confidential.
Neither your name not the name*of this facility will appear In the notes Imiake or the reports I
write. The information you provide will be used-only by SREB project staff, without identifiers,
'and it will be reported only in the aggregate.

Margaret Eisenhart
Teresa Ruff
Southern Regional Education Board

2/80



-

I. The first questions are about this facility and the sevvices provided here. What you say will give me an idea
of what your work here is like.

SI. Please tell me briefly what your job involves.

-

,
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4.4
1%3

I. Continued

Page'2

S2. Of ill the things you do here, rank them in order of priority to you.
S2-1s. What are your reasons for ranking S2a-f

((enter nosition))?
al.

a. a2.

bl.
b. b2.

cl.
c. c2.

di.
d. d2.

el.
e. e2. .1

fi. 1

f. f2. 1

A. - FOR DIRECT SERVICE WORK

S3a.. Who else here does work similar to yours?
-(PrOliel-Wit- what Circumstances would someone do work
similar to yours?)

B. FOR SUPERVISORY WORK

Ob. How is wo k allocated among your staff?



I. Continued
Page 3

A. ((If thefe ip some overlap))
Ska. How do you decide who will do what?

I B
\14b. If a position on your staff were vacant, what kind of

person would you look for to fill it?

S5. From ydur experience, can you give me a feel ,for hOW treatment or service programs are determined and monitored?
((Interviewer: Work toward specifics of resliondentla role in dedision-making process.))

81 82



Page
. Co dulled

S6. Oka , now relike you to .hink for a minute aboutthe overall operation of this facility. If you Were able to expand
or redespin the operation of'this facility, what particular things would you do?

al.

bl.

dl.,

el.

S7. In general, how would you describe te atmosphere of.this facility as a place to work?

11..11101M.114011.1
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Page 5
II. The next questions are about your friends, your interests, and your activities. Your answers will give me

a feerfor how work fits in with the rest of your life.

S8. With whom on the staff do you
feel personally close ?

S9. Who is ? SIP.

(Probe:

What do you and S8a-x talk about when
you're together?

What else will you and S9a-x probably
ralk about?

al.

a2.

al. al.

a2.a2.

,

b 1. b 1. bl.

b2.
.

b2. b2.

cl. cl. el.

c2. c2. c2 .
,

di. !dl. dl.

d2. dL d2.

,

e2. e2. ../.

1 f 1 . fT.

£2. f 2 f 2.
ig j_:L.__

'
2. 2.

8;5
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s

II. Continued

-\

Pae 6

S11. What things do you often do in your free time? S12. Who do you usually Slla-x with? S13. Who is S12a-x? .

a. al. al,

b.

a2. a2.'

bl. bi .

C.

b2. b2.

el. ---'cl.

d.

c2. c2.

dl. dl.

d2. d2.

el. el.

e2. e2.

fl.

;.

f2. f2.

gl. IL

h.

-82*
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Page 7

III. The final set of questions has to do with why you took this position and what things might affect your decision to either
Stay .here or take another position. Your responses will-live me some information about what you like and dislike and how
this position fits into the' plans you have for your life and career.

.

S14. ow lbn have ou worked in our resent osition? ears months

SI5. What other jobs have you had in the past five years?

al.

bl.

cl.

dl.

el.

S16. Howlong ciid you work at

al.

bl.

cl.

dl-.

el.

S17. Where did you live while you were growing up, for SI8. Where did you go to school (college and post-college ).,
the most part?

bl.

cl.

al.

bl.

cl.

((Note highest degree obtained.))

S19. What biought you to this area? ((If not already obvious))

89
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III. Continued Pa e 8

S20. How did you learn about this position (or your first g21. What particular things attracted you to this position in the
position here)? first place?

(Probe: What particular things influenced your decision to
take this job?)

al.
,

bl.

cl.

al.

b 1.

cl.

dl. dl.

S22. To whai extent have your initial expectations about your job here been borne out?

ai .

bl.

dl,

I'

,

S23. What is the most rewarding aspect of your work here? S24. Why is rewarding?

al. al.

a2.

a3.
-

bl.

bl. b2.

b3.

-

,9____:),



Page 9

III. _Continued

S25, -What is the most frustrating aspect of your work here? S26. Why is frustrating you?

al. al.

a2.

a3.

bl. bl.

b2.

b3.

S27. This question has to do with how seriously you have considered looking for a job somewhere else. During the past year,

mould you.say you have considerecithik:

MD a. not very seriously?
b. somewhat seriously?
c. Very seriously?

. ((If a. or b.))

S28. What particular things might influence you to more seriously consider looking for another job?
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OD

'Page 10
III. Continued

S29. ((Irb. or c.))
What particular things might influence you to more seriously consider staying here?

S30, If you were to look for another position, where wOuld you probably loOk?

;

al,

b/..

cl.

dl.

Thank you very muCh for answering these questions. Is there anything else I should think about as I do this project? Do you
hive any questions for me? (Record these on a separate sheet.)

Site Vlsith

Facility10#:

Respondent's /0:

Respondent's SeX:

Respondent's ColOvi,

Reapondent's Age:

41,

1.



APPENDIX B

SURVEY MATERIALS SENT TO 90 MENTAL
HEALTH FACILITIES IN THE SOUTH
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Southern Regional Education Board 1340 Shring Street, N. W. Atlanta, Georgia 3030- 404 875-9211

0

May 23,-1980

Enclosed please find the materialS for the SREB project on the drganization

and utilization of professional staff in rural versus urban mental health

facilities.
J.

recommended your facility to participate in this project. Thank you for your

interest.

The materials lie have sent consist of three items:
1 - An introduction (blue) which summarize§ the project and describes

the purpose of the other materials;
2 - A form (beige) for recording information about the staffing of

your facility;
3 - Envelopes containing materials to distribute to the members of

your staff..

In the case of the facility staffing form, we anticipate that you or (in tbe

case of large facilities).sorimone in your personnel department will be able to

provide the information. Please note that we are asking you to report on only

direct service staff and supervisors. These staff members are also the ones who

should receive the enclosed staff materials.

Thank you for agreeing to participate. Please do not hesitate to contact us

if you have questions concerning this project.

\VIA

Harold L. McPheeters, M.D.
Director, Commission on Mental

Health and Human Services

464?7 VI

Joe R.VHarding, Ph.D.
Project Director, Distribution
of Mental Health Professionals

82

Aours truly,

Margaret A. Eisenhart, Ph..D.

Research Associate, Distribution
of Mental health Professionals

,484
Teresa C. Ruff
Research Associate, Distribution
of Mental Health Professionals
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INTRODUCTICN TO THE PROJECT

STAFF ORGANIZATION,

RETENTION AND RECRUITMENT IN MENTAL HEALTH FACILITIES

A major current concern in the mental health manpower field is that of the

distribution of mental health profftssionals. The Mental Health Program of the

Southern Regional Education Board (SREB) has received funding from NIMH to study

the distribution of mental health profetsionals in the South and to develop an

action project to address this issue.'

This project consists of two Major'perts. The first part focuses oh' the

influence of training prli5gramslion their graduates'. choices of type and location

of practite. Some of yOU may hive alreadytparOxiOated in,the first part by

coigeting a questionnaire sent to recent graduates of mental health-training

programs in the South. This material is being analyzed now. The second part of

the project is an exploratory study of the ways mental health staffs are organized

and utilized And the factors in organization and-utilization which impact on

retention-and recruitment of staff. In particular, this Project focuses on the

differences between rural and urban facilities with respect to staff organization,

utilization, and work climate.

The-materials you have received are about the second paft of the project.

After visiting a small sample (N=15) of mental health facilities around the region

in order to observe firsthand and to talk with mental health professionale, we

are now beginning a somewhat larger survey of facilities-by sending out question-,

naires-hased on findings fromour visits.

This survey has tvo parts. The first is a survey of the staffing patterns

of your facility as a whole. This part of the survey has been sent to the director

or superintendent of-your facility. In this part, we are interested in learning

(1) what kinds of mental health personnel, and (2) in what capacity mental health

personnel, are being used in psychiatric hospitals and mental health centers.

Also, we hope to learn (3) about the retention and recruitment policies and,pro-

cedures that are being utilized across the region to attract professionals to

hospital and center work. -

The second part of the survey consists of questionnaires to be filled out by

individual staff members of the participating facilities. This questionnaire

asks about the kind of work you actually do (as-opposed to, for example, what

your job description says you do) and about how you feel about your job and the

organization and atmosphere of the facility where you are working. If you partic-

ipated in Part 1 of this project, a few of the standard questions about yourself

(e.g. your age, sex). are repetitive, but the majority of questions are different

and focus on your current job rather than on your educational experiences. Your.

responses toLthese questions about irour wtrk and your facility will allow us to

extend our findings to a greater number of facilities than would be possible on

the basis of our visits alone (and, of course, we cannot visit every facility).
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Your answers to these questions will remain confidential. Self7addressed

envelopes have been enclosed so that you may return the forms directly to us.

Findings from this survey will be reported only in the aggregate and no infor-

:dation by-which you or your facility could be personally identified will be used.

Your.participation is, of course, voluntary. However, we feel that this
research is important--it has the endorsement of the major national professional
associations and the cooperation of-all 14 states of the SREB-region. Your

facility has been selected as one-of-six to represent your state.,

Because we are interested in the characteristics of the facility as a whole,
rather than in the characteristics of individual staff members, it is important
that every direct service (or supervisory) staff member complete a questionnaire.
In pretests, the questionnaire took only 15 minutes; we sincerely hope that you
will take the time to complete it.

Reports on findings from this part of the project will be available in the
early fall of 1980. Copies will be sent to each participating facility. We look

forward to receiving your responses, and your participation will be greatly

appreciated.

* * *

Persons wishing further information regarding this project should call or

write: ,

Harold L. McPheeters, M.D.
Director
Commission on Mental Health

and Human Services

Joe R. Harding, Ph.D.
Project Directot
Distrihution of Mental Health

Professionals

Margaret A. Eisenhart, Ph.D.
Research Associate
Distribution of Mental Health

Professionals

Teresa C. Ruff
Research Associate
Distribution of Mental Health

Professionals,

Southern Regional Education Board
130 Sixth Street, N.W. //

Atlanta, Georgia 30313
404/875-911
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ITO: Center Directors 1

Distribution of Mental Health Professionals in the South

SURVEY OF MENTAL HEALTH FACILITIES

STAFF ORGANIZATION, RETENTION, AND RECRUITMENT

1

As our letter describes, we are interested in learning more about the charac-
teristics of direct service staff meTbers of mental health facilities. In order

to compile this information, we would appreciate your preparing the chart on the
following pages. The itets on the chart are explained in the instructions below.

In Column 1: Please list all of the budgeted direct serVice positions at your
facility for the calendar year 1979.* .(Include all clinical

service, consultation and educe...Ion, other community programs,

and supervisory personnel.)

In Column 2: Please list the highest_degree earned by each person.

In Column 3:

In Column 4:

Pleese'identify the field in, which the highest degree was earned

by .each person,

Please check the appropriate status of each position during the
calendar (or fiscal) year 1979, using the following codes:

F = The,position was filled for the entire calendar (or fiscal)
year 1979.

V = The position was vacant as of the last day of the year.

VF = The position was vacant during the calendar (or fiscal) year
1979, but was filled prior to the last day of the year.

In Column 5: For those positions marked-V or VF in Column 4, please indicate
the amount of difficulty experienced in recruiting someone to

fill that position.

In Column 6: For those positions marked V in Column 4, please indicate whether
'or not you were actively recruiting for someone to fill the_

position.

If it is easier for you to report this information for a fiscal, rather
than a calendar year, please use any fiscal year which ended in 1979.

Check here ii you- are using a fiscal year.

;4`,.
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Column 1 Column 2 Column 3 Column 4

,

Column' 5

if VF
in_

Column 6

Position Title Highest:
Degree Earned
by Person .

Holding Posi-1
tion

Field in Which,

Highest Degree
Earned*

Retention
for 1979

See page 1
for in=
structions

Check one

If V (vacant).or
.(vacanE-b-Urfilled)

If V
(vzcant),

1979, hoc much
,culty did you ek-

perience in recruiting
someone to fill
position?
Check one

diffi-.

the-

,

,

were you
active]]
recruiting
for some-
one to fil
position?
,Check one

--- F little . some a lot Yes No

Examples':
Director M.A.

Clinical
PsychologY i

Social. Worker = , MSW Social Work .

. .

. .

,

,

-

'

-

,

* Position Title (Column 1) and Field of Twining (Column 3) may in some cases be the
tame.
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Column 1 ColUmn 2 Column 3 Column 4 ColuMn 5 -bolumn 6

Position Title

.

,

Highest
Degree Eatned
-by Person

Hording Posi-
tion

Field in Which
Highest Degree
Earned*

Retention"
for 1979

.

See page
for in-
structions

Check one

1

.

If V (vacant) or if VF
fvacant-EUE-filled) in

If V
(vacant),

were you
actively
recruiting
for Aome-
one to
position?

peck

fill

One

1979, how
culty did

perience
someone to

position?
Check one

much difft-,

you ex-
in recruiting

fill the

,

F V VF little some a lot Yei 'No

.

.

.

.
,

4

f

.

t

1

.

_

..

..

\

,

* Position Iltle (Colurcin 1) and, Field of Training (Column 3) may in some cases be the

same.
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We are also interested in obtaining your views and policies with regard to recruitment

and
retention:of clinical staff members.' The following questions focus on how these

axe handled at your facility. Your opinions and ideas On these subjects, will be greatly:

appreciated. .4s

A. Recruitment:

There are a variety of methods that a center might use to tecruit staff members (i.e.,

advertisements, personal ,00ntacts, etc.): There ae also a variety of incentives that

might be used to encourage prospects to accept a position (i.e., iligh salaries, desirable

liVing conditions, employee benefits, etc.).The next questions concern the methods and

incentives that are used at your center to recruit new staff members.

e

1. a. Which methods do you primarily use to recruit personnel tor your facility when a

.position becomes vacant or a new position is created? Please circle all that apply.

1) Advertisement in professional journals 6)

2) Advertisement in national newspapers 7)

3) Advertisement in local newspapers 8)

4) Advertisement in special interest magazines 9)

personal professional contacts 10)

Personal contacts
Other dtaff members' cqxtacts .

State Merit System
Private employment a enc
Other (',Olease specify)

a

b. Which two methods have proven to be most successful at recruiting good staff members

ior your facility?

1.

2.

4.

2. List two incentives you use to try to encourage good prospects

_your facility.

1._

2.

to accept positions at

3. Aside from particular job qualifications, what, in ,your opinion, are the charadteristids

oE a,good staff member for your facility?.

f'
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4. At this timer what are the most critical needs of your Center with respect

to additional staff?

1 $'

s

B. Retention:
Brieflydescribe your ideas on retention of professional staff members. We

areTarticularly interested in wtat formal or infotmal policy you have with
respect to turnover management (e.g., How long do you think a staff member

can function well in a given job? Would you like to see changes in your

ceater's professional turnover.rate? If so, what changes?)e
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C. Center Demographics

1. Is this facility located in a rural ( ) or an urban y a:ea?

2. What is the approximate population of thifacility's catchment area?

3. a. Does,this facility receive federal funding for staffing? Yes ( ) No'

b. If the anSwer to a. is YES,\ho4 many years remain on your federal

staffing grailt,?,

4. Total number of employees at this facility°

5. How many of the direct service employees (e.g., those you listed above)

of this facility are

a. minority fe le2

b. minority mal

c. non-minority female?

d. non-minoritx male?

.6. Finally, please include a coPy a your center's organixation,chart.

THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR PARTICIPATION,
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Distribution of Mental Health Professionals in the South

SURVEY OF MENTAL HEALTH FACILITIES

STAFF ORGANIZATION, RETENTION, AND RECRUITMENT

TO: Hos ital Directors or Superintendents

As our letter describes, we are interested in learning mnre about the charadter
istics of clinical service personnel at your hospital. In order to compile this
information, we would appreciate your preparing.the chart on the following piges.
The items on the Chart are explained in the instructions below.
\

In Column 1: Pleas list all of the budgeted clinical service positions at your
faciljty. for the calendar year 1979.*

In Column. 2:
\

In Columd 3:

In Column 4:

nclude (a) Alapositions which are filled by individuals who

hold d grees above the B.A. or B.S. level. For other categories

of cli ical (or 4irect) service staff on your personnel roster(ce.g.,

RN's, N's, psychiatric aides, mental health technicians, attendants,

or thei equivalent), please list every 20th person in each'eategory.
If you 1ave less,than 20 per category,Jist the first persOn on your

roster. (For example, if you h ve 75 LPN's and 19 RN's on your staff,

you would list fge 20tb, 40th, 60th LPN, and the first RN, for a

total of 4).

Please lit the highest degree (lamed by each person.

Please identify the field in which tbe highest degree was earned by

each persod\.

Please chec1 the appropriate status of each position during the

calendar (or\fiscal) year 1979, using the following cOdes:

\

F The position was filled foi the entire calendar (or fiscal) year

1979.
4

V = The position was vacant as of the last day of the year.

VF = The position was.vacant during the calendar (or fiscal) year 1979.
but 'OAS filled prior to fhe last day Of the"year.

In Column 5: For those positio § marked V or VF in Column 4, please indicate the

amount of difficulty experienced in recrifiting someone to fill that

:position.

In Column 6: For fhose positions\marked V ih Column 4, please indicate-Whefhe or

not you were actively recruiting for someone to fill the position.

* If it is easier for you to repo t this inforiation for a fiscal, rather than a

calendar year,please use any fi cal yeat which ended in 1979.

Check hete if y41 are using a fiscal year.
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Southern Regional Education Board JZ 1340Spring Street, N. W. Atlanta, Georgia 30309. 404 875-9211

May 23,.3.980

-

TO STAFF MEMBERS OF SELECTED MENTAL H,ALTH FAbILITIES IN THE SOUTH:

Enclosed with this letter is a'questionnaire which asks about your job and
the organization and atmosphere of the facility where you.are working.. This

questionnaire is pare of a.project on staffing patterns of mental health facili-

tieain the South. The purposes of the project and the reasons behind the,
questions we are asking are described in the Introduction to the Project, which

is also enclosed.

We are grateful that your faciliti'is participating as a representative of

yOur state. you can help by filling out the questionnaire and returnang it

directly to us as_soon as possible. In pretests of the questionnaire, ietook

only 15 minutes tn complete.

Thank you for your cooperation. Please feel free to contact us if you haVa

any questions concerning this proi et. .

//

Y817 truly,

Harold L. McPheeters, M.D. "
Director, Commission on Mental

Health and Human Services

:Joe R arding, Ph.D.'

ProjeM Director, Distribution
of Mental Health Professionals

\--JLtk Q efALI.Lbt--/

Margaret'A. Eiienhart, Ph.D.
Research Associate, Distribution-
of Mental Health Professionals

Teresa C. Ruff
Research Associate, Distribution
of Mental Healthyrofessionals

92 .
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SOUTHERN REGIONAL EDUCATION BOARD
130 SIXTH STREET, N.W.
ATLANTA, GEORGIA--

30313

SURVEY OF MENTAL HEALTH PROFESSIONALS

WORKING IN MENTAL HEALTH'FACILITIES

Section

In order to learn more about how professional staff are utilized and organized to provide mental hpalth
services, the first questions arc about the tasks you engage in as a mental'health professional.

-

. i

On the following two pages are a nuiber,of activities wh, idh.comprite many jobi in mental health. These

activities are divided into two categories. "A." is a list of aátivities associated with diredt service

work: "B." ip a list of other services provided by mental health professionals.
,,,---

-.. ,

Please read over #e activities. Some activities are more specific than others. When answering the

questions on the next two pages, use thoae activities which bet describe.what your job involves.

Facility No. 1-2

Respondent No. 3-6



1., /n yOut-wMrk At this fadilAty,
are you regularly involved in:

A. Direct Patient/Client Services

(Circle one)

Yes?

4D a. Psychotherapy - Individual 1

b.. Psychotherapy - Group 1

c. Psychological/Psychopathological Assessment -1

d. Staffings/Staff Meetings 1

Hospital Rounds 1

f. Medication Checks 1

g. Nursing Care 1

h. Provilsion ok Social Services - General 7 1

1. Afteicare 1

j. .Pastoral Counseling 1

k. OccuPational Therapy 1

1. Recreational Therapy 1

m. Other Special Therapies (e.g.,onovement,
dance) 1

n. Vocational Rehabilitation 1

o. Drug and/or Alcohol Counseling 1

p. Other Special Counseling (e.g,, marital,
sexuil) 1

q. Special Instruction (e.g., Life Skills,
Reality Orientation; classes for special
groups such as the mentally retarded,
"behavior problems")

r. Intake
s. Admissions/Discharge,Planning
t. Other: .

1

1

1

1

No?

2. For each "yes,'-which of the
following best describes the
reason you participate?

*1-It is required by my
podition.

2-Not required; I really
wantedto do it.

3T.Not requ red; someone.had

to do it.

4-Not required; it was
assigned to me.

(Circle the number which best
represents your reason.)

0 1 2 3 4
0 1 2 3 4
0 ' 1 2 3 4
0 1 2 3 4
0 1 2 3 4
0 1 2 3 4
0 1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4
0 1 2 3 4.
0 1 2 3 4
0 1 2 3 4
0 1 2 3 4

0

1 2 .3 4
1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4

1 234 ,

1 2 13 4
1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4

*See bottom of Column 2 on
next page.

3. For each "yes," how do
changes usually occur in
the way these activitiii
are conducted, monitored,
or Organized?

1 -Through.the official
Chain of command

2-Through political maneu-
vering by some indivi-

duals or groups

3-By agreement of those
involved

(Circle the number which *
best represents your
opinion.)

1 2 3
1 2 3
1 2 3
1 2 3
1 2 3
1 2 3
1 2 3
1 2 3
1 2 3
1 2. 3
1 2 3
1 2 3

1 2 3
1 2 3
1 2 3

12 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3
1 2,3

/99_7-8-
/99 9-10

/0 11-12
/99-13-14
/99 15-46

/99 17-18
/99 19-20
/99 21-22
/99 23-24
/99 25-26
/99 27-28
/99 29-30

/99 31-32
/99 33-34

/99 35-36

/99 37-38

/99 3-40
/99 0-42
/99 43-44
/99 45-46,



1. In your work at this facility,
are you regularly involved in:

B.

u.

V.

V.

x.

y.
z.

aa.

bb.

cc.

dd.

ee.

ff.

gg.

hh.

(Citcle one)

No?Other Activities Yes?

Case or Clinical Consultation 1

In-Service Training 1
Administration (but not Supervision) 1

Supervision 1

Retearch and/Or Evaluation 1

Community Education 1
------Community Organization/Planning 1

Community Consultation 1

Advocacy 1

Prevention 1

Fund-Raising 1

Teaching 1

Other Consulting 1

Service on volunteer, elected or appointed
community-based committee as a result of
your work in mental health 1

Public Relations/Public Speaking in

community 1

Other: 1

112

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0

2. For each "yesi" Which of the
following 'best describes the
reason you participate?

*1-It is required by my
position.

2-Not required;.I really
wanted to do it.

3-Not required; someone had
to do it.

4-Not required; it was
assigned to me.

(Circle the number which best
represents your reason.)

1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4---

1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4

1

* If the activity is offic all
part of your job, circle 1.
Choices 2,3,4, apply to nly

those activities which re

not officially designa.t d as
part of your job.

I\

1

3j For,eaCh "yes,".how do
i changes usually occurin
the.way these activities

I are conducted, monitored,
or organized?

1-Through the official
chain of command

2,-Through political maneu-

vering by some indivi-
duals or groups

3-BY agreement of those

involved

(Circle-the number which

best represents your
opinion.)

1 2.3
1 2 3
1 2 3

123.
1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 -3

1,23

1 2' 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

Card No.

/99 47-48
09 49=50
/99 51-52
/99 53-54
/99 55-56

/99-57-58
/99 59-60
/99 61.42'

/99 63-64-
/99 65-66
/99 67-68

/99-69-70
/99 71-72 '

/99 73-74

/99 75,,76

/99 77-78

0 1 79-80
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Section II. Facility No.

The nxt question* are designed to obtain information about-recruitment and retention at
your facility.

4. a. Have you been working in this facility continuously since January 1, 1978?
(Circle one) Yes....1 No 0

b. If YES, skip to question #5

If NO. where else have you worked since January 1, 1978?

(IV-you worked more than one other place since then, where else have You spent the ma
time since January 1, 1978?)

/With respect to type of work?
(Circle one)

With respect to location?
(Circle one)

In the same or a iimilar location 1

In aaiore drban location 2

In a more rural location 3

1-2

Respondent No:-. 3-6

/9 7

In a public mental health facility (e.g., center, clinic,
,

hospital) 1

In a private mental health facility . 2

In private practice 3

In a public or private agency involved in mental health 4

Outside the field of mental health 5

I was in school, training for a job in mentalhealth 6

I was in school, but not training for a job in mental
health 7

I' was in the military * 8

Other: . 0 /99 8-9

5. How dit_you learn about your present position (or your first position with this facility)?

(Circle all that apply.)

State Merit System
local newspaper
National newspaper
Professional journal 4

Other magazine 5

Professional eontact 6

1 Professional meeting 7

2 Personal contact 8
,

3 Employment agency 9

Residency, Internship or Fiela placement 16
Placement Center.... it
Other (please specify): I 12

A

115
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Section H. (continued)

6. Below are a number of statements that might be made about why a person was attracted
to a particular facility. .Please complete each phrase with the two endings that modi
closely represent your reasons for accepting a position (or, your first position) at
this facility.

A. I liked the area (city) because:

(Circle 2) 1. T have family (or friends) here.
2. T went-to school here.

3. my spouse,was familiar wiph the area.
4. *I like the climate, geography, environment'here.
5. there are good cultural facilities here.
6. there are good recreational facilities here.
7. there are several good sources of jobs for myself (and/or spouse) in this area.

8. there are many eduCational/professional resources in the area.
9. 1 thought I would like the people here.

10. Other:

B. I was impressed with the facility because:

(Circle 2) 1. there seemed to be good opportunities tor professional growth here.

2. I liked the people I met here.

3. the salary and fringe benefits were good:
4. the facility encouraged innovation and autonomy for staff.

5. the facility had a good reputation,

.6. I knew someone who worked here and liked It.

,7. it was the _best facility in the area for me to do the work I wished to do.

8. it was the only facility in the area where I could do the work I wished to do.

9. Other:

C. I was.attrgcted to'my first position here because:

(Circle 2) 1. it was the work I was trained for.
2. I anticipated support and encouragement from my colleagues on the job.

3. there wae excellent supervision available.
4. there were opportunities for learning new things on the job.

5. there seemed tO be opportunity for advancement.
6. at the time, it was the only position in my field in this city (area).
7. it was the work I wanted td do.

8. I saw a need here for someone with my skills and training.
9. the work was very challenging to me.

10. Other;

/ _9 _9 14-17

/-9-9 18-21'

:/ -9 -9 22,25



Section II, (continued)

7. To.Ohat xtent have yourmxpectationX about the job been borne out?
(Circle one)

Very wall...1 Moderately well...2 Not,well...3'

8. In the past year, how seriously hXve you considered looking for a job_-
elsewhere? (Circle one)

Very seriodsly...1 Moderate# seriously...2 Not seriously...3

9. If you/Xere tilt leave your present facility, where would you probably go?

/

With reef:act to_location?
(Circle one) '

/
.

. .

Stay in same location or move t6 a similar location..1
Move to a more urban location . , -

2

_Move to a more rural locatI iOn . 3

-Don't know r , 4

With respect to type of work?
(Circle one)

To a public mental health facility
(e.g., center, clinic, t;ospital) '1

To a private mental health facility 2 ,

Into a ptivate prxctice 3

to a publiC or pri;rate'agency involved
ln mental health 4

TO.2 job outside mental health .....

Back to school
Don'tiknow 7

OEher: 8

1
10. Wow likely do' you feel it is that you could get another, professionally similar, job in your

present geographic locale? '(Circle one).
,

Very Moderately likely...2 Unlikely...3

/9 26

/9 27

0

/99 28-29

/9 30



Section III. *

Listed below are a number of statements. Each represents a commonly held opinion and there are no right or wrong

answers. You will disagree with some items and agree with others. We are interested in the extent to which you

agree or disagree with suckmatters of opinion.

?lease read each statement. Then indicate the extent to which you agree or disagree by circlinz the number whch
corresponds to your opinion. The numbers mean:

,

1 I disagree strongli with
2 I disagree somewhat with *

3 I am uncertain about the statement as it applies to my present work

4 I agree steel:tat with in this mental health facility.

P 5 I agree strongly with
0

,11. In my work at this facility, I am involved.:ifi the same set of

aetiVitieS aliosi every day.

The people I come in contact with as part of my job are stimulating

and interesting tO mi.

13. There is always something unexpected happening on this job.

14. At this facility, my talents and skills could be better utilized
than th'ey are now.

IL I need more equipment or resources to do my job well.

16. I lack the cooperation I need to do my job well.

.17. I need more specialized training to do my job well.

18. If / had more opportunities to be.creative and innovative, /"could

' do my job better.

19. In this job, I am aonstantly struggling to keep my head above water.

J20. I am bored by the work I am now doing.

V 0..,
W t-4

V 4.
Voil

vi
a

era 11 III tia V
,

MCon 00vMso OM k W

g is' w 8 0 e3

h
Id

2 3 5

3 / 4 5

2

i

3 4

2 3 ; 4

3'

7
* In designing this section of the questionnaire, we acknoWledge the assistance and preVpioua work of the Rekearch and

Evaluation Departmenti; Northside and Hillsborough Community Mental Health Centers, Tampa, Florida.

1 /9 3,

/9 40'

/9 31

/9 32

/9 33

/9 34

/9 35

/9- 36

/9' 37

/9 36
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Section III. Continued

Plesia indicate the extent to which you agree or disagree by circling the number whiCh corresponds to your opinion:
,The numbers mean:

1 I disagree strongly with
2 I disagree someWhat with
3 I am uncertain about
4 I agree somewhat with
5- I agree strongly with

the statement aa,it applies to my present work in
this mental health facility,.

21. In my work, I have difficulty using my time the may I want to.

22. If .I had more freedom to make decisions, I COuld'do-my job betteri
CD
CD

23. I feel responsible for the things that'go wrong around here.

24. In this job, I have few chances to do the kind of-work I really enjoy.

25. I have opportunities for advancement in this organization.

26. have few opportunities to acquire.new skills in this job.

27. Through my work-here, I have been able to establish professional ties with
colleagues working in other places.

28. The work I do here is highly regarded'by other people working in this facility.

29. The kind.of work I do here is wellrespected in my profession or field.

30. The kind 'of work I do here is appreciated by people in the local community.

31. I feel a strong attachment to this facility.

32. I am committed to the goals of ,the program (or unit, team, or service) in
.

.

which I am working.

33. It is hard to get people here to take-On additional activities.
. ,

LA 0%

"Ir i.I :
$i

, 1q
'A taj .to to, 1 ti

1 ''' 2 3 4 5

1

f

2 3 4 5

I. . 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 . 4 5

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4 5
1

1 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 , 3

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

/9 41

/9 42

/9 43

/9 44

/9 45

/9 46

/9 47

/9 48

/9 49

/9 50

/9 51

/9 52

/9 53
120,



F4o
t"4 36. Staff members here must accept many decisions made by otWers.

Section II/. ContinOed

Please indicate'the extent to which you agree or disagree by,circling the number which corresponds to your opinion.

The numbers mean:

1 I disagreestrongly with
2 I disagree someWhat with

3 I sm uncertain-about

4 I agree somewhit with
5 I agree 'strongly with

34. Staff members here socialize with each other ak;er work.

35 There is infighting among staff members here.
,

the statement as it applies to my present work in
this mental health facility;

37. Good working relationships exist among staff members here.

38. Staff members here are hesitant to go to their,supervisors or the director

or superintendent when they have problems.

39. Staff members here have close personal relationships with each other.
1

40. New staff members fit in easily here.

41, Staff members here are in basic agreement concerning the goals and purpose

of the facility.

42. Certain groups bf staff are 4afluential in determining what goes on here.

43. Whema stafl vacancy occurs in my unit or program, people outside the unit make

the important!hiring decisions.

44. /te people I work with here are good.at their jobs (in other words; they know
how to do theirjobs and-they do.them

45. The needs of our client population are well met by the services this facility

is providing.

121
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,
2 4 5

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

2

/9 54

/9 55

/9 56,

/9'57

/9 58

/9 59

/9 60 '

/961

/962

/963

/9 64

/965
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Section III. Continued

Please indicate the extent to which,you agree or disagree by sirciluithe number which corresponds to your opinion.

The numbers mean:

^
1- I disagree strongly with
2 I disagree'somewhat with

3 I am uncertain about the statement-as-it applies to my present work in

4 I agree somewhat with this menial health facility% ,

5 I agree strong* with
_

..,

46. This facility is highly regarded by clients. '

47. Among otheXs in my field, this facility is considered a good place to work..

ha
48. The leaders of this community lack.understanding of this facility and the kinds

of services it offers.

49. Thexe-is stAgma (or a negative attitude toward) working in mental health in this
'eommunity. 0

50. Admihistrators'and others outside the facility are allowed to interfete with our
prograM here.

51. People want to work at this facility because of its reputation.

52. For most of the staff here-now, their chances of getting good jobs elsewhere
will be improved as a result of working here.

53. Of the staff members heie now, most would prefer working at this facility rather
than at another mental health facility in this area.

123
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/9 66

/9 67

/9 68

/969

/970

/9 71

/9' 72

/9 73:.

Skip 74-78

Card No.0 2 79-80



Section INA-

Thank you for answering the above sections about your job and the facility where you work.
The next questions ask for some basic information about Yourself. This information will

help us understand how you, as an individual, are similar to or different from others who
answer our survey.

54.

55.

56.

57.

Facility No. 1-2

ResPondent 3-6

Your age in years:

Your sex: (circle one) Female 1 Male 2

What best describes your
ethnic background? (circle one) American Indian Chicano/Hispanic....4

Asian/Pacific Islander White 5

Black

What test describes your
marital status? (circle one) - Single, never married.\ 1 Sepatated/Divorced..4

"Living together" 2 Widowed 5

"Ilarried/Remarried 3

58. NuMber of children now living with yodi

59. Please estimate the proportion of.your life, before accepting your,present position, that was
spent in each of the following types of communities:

I Urban/suburban Small city
(25,000-100,000).. %

V Small town/rural

60. Irkwhat field is your highest degree? (Circle one. If you have more than one "highest degree,"
circle all fields that apply.)

61. What is your job title?

Psychiatry 1

Social work
Human Services
Nursihg
Sociology
Clinical Psychology
Counseling Psychology
Community Psychology

/-0 7-8.

/9 9

Other Psychology 9

7 Divinity/Theology 10

3 Guidance and -Counseling. 11
4 Other Education ' 12

5 .

6 Other 13

....7 1

8 Other , 14

-62. In what service, program, or unit do you mainly work?

125

10

/9 11

/99 12-13

14-16

/-99 17-19
/-99 20-22

/9- -9 23-26

/-99 27-29

A-99 30-32

1'26.
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Thepurpose of this project is to generate ideas about what influences people to locate and
stay in some practice locations and not others. We are focusing am characteristics of fa-
cilities because -these are easier to change than other factors, such as the attractions of
a geographic area or the size of the-place where individuals grow up, Whieh are also associated

with retention and recruitment of staff. The ultimate goal is to suggest Strategiei which

facilities might use to improve retention and aid recruitment efforts. As a mental health

practitioner, your ideas on this topic can be yery helpful. From your experience, what

suggestions do you have for ways mental health facilities might reorganize to improve their
retention figures-and their recruitment success? .

4

...169.

THANK YOU AGAIN FOR YOUR PARTICIPATION.

127

/9 33

Skip 34-78

Card No. 0 3 79-80
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